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ABSTRACT

The Final Focus Test Beam being built at SLAC is a test bed for future linear
collider final focus systems. The parameters and the optics of the FFTB are
presented in chapter one. The mathematical tools for this thesis which are based
on Lie algebras are then reviewed in chapter two. One relies particularly on the
Lie transformations together with the similarity transformation and the Campbell-
Baler-Haussdorff theorem for the manipulation of Hamiltonians. Chapter three
presents the application of these methods to magnetic optics in accelerators; the
separation of linear and non-linear effects and the building of the total Hamiltonian
of the line from the thin-lens formulation. Chapter four analytically establishes a
catalog of aberrations, up to order five in the Hamiltonians, at the FFTB. The
emphasis is put on the methods of analysis. It is shown that the system has
a significant fifth-order aberration and that no higher-order aberration appears.
Finally chapter six presents some stability tolerances —alignement strength and
multipole content —for the FFTB. In the conclusion the present situation of these
methods, as well as possible computer codes using them, are reviewed.
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Introduction

Les collisionneurs e+e~ de haute énergie sont actuellement limités dans la course aux

énergies de plus de 100 GeV par le rayonnement synchrotronique. Lorsque leur trajec-

toire est courbée sous l'effet d'un champ magnétique les particules chargées émettent un

rayonnement électromagnétique. La puissance rayonnée est proportionelle à la puissance

quatre de l'énergie des particules et inversement proportionelle au carré du rayon de cour-

bure de la trajectoire. Afin de garder cette puissance rayonnée à un niveau acceptable,

le plus grand anneau collisionneur à e+e~ à l'heure actuelle, le LEP au CERN, a une

circonférence de 27 kilomètres pour une énergie maximale de 100 GeF par faisceau.

L'un des buts pour les collisionneurs dans les vingt années à venir est l'augmentation

de l'énergie par un ordre de grandeur pour atteindre une énergie de collision de 1 TeVdans

le centre de masse. L'extrapolation du LEP à de telles énergies, en gardant une puissance

rayonnée par unité de longueur constante, serait une machine vingt cinq fois plus grande

avec une circonférence de près de 700 kilomètres. Clairement ceci n'est économiquement

pas un choix possible. L'autre voie pour la construction de machines de haute énergie et

qui ne demande pas une taille gigantesque est le collisionneur linéaire. Deux accélérateurs

linéaires se faisant face, les deux faisceaux sont amenés en collision au point d'interaction

(IP) puis éliminés. Le concept d'une telle machine a été testé à SLAC avec le Stanford

Linear Collider (SLC ' ) qui a été un succès dans ce rôle de machine test; de nombreux

problèmes spécifiques ont pu être étudiés, certains même y ont été découvert (blindage

contre les muons, collimation) et pour beaucoup on a pu réaliser la véritable complexité

de ce type de machines. Ceci est particulièrement vrai des questions de la production et

conservation de remittance des faisceaux ainsi que pour les sections de focalisation finale.

Le SLC n'est cependant pas un vrai collisionneur linéaire en ce sens que les deux faisceaux

sont co-accélérés dans le même linac; puis deux arcs et systèmes de focalisation finale les

amènent en collision au point d'interaction. Il a cependant démontré la faisabilité de ce

type de machines. Les enseignements tirés du SLC n'auraient certainement pas pu être

obtenus par d'autres moyens.

L'autre défi des collisionneurs e+e~ de haute énergie est la luminosité requise pour

l'investigation d'événements très rares. La prochaine génération de machines aura besoin

d'une luminosité comprise entre 1033 et 1034 cm~2s~l. Il y a trois paramètres principaux

à la luminosité: la fréquence de répétition des collisions, la population de chaque faisceau

et la surface d'intersection des deux faisceaux au point d'interaction. Les deux premiers



paramètres sont les points forts des machines circulaires. Le courant circulant, propor-

tionnel au produit de la population du faisceau par la fréquence de répétition, peut être

assez élevé bien que soumis à des limitations. Au LEP la fréquence de révolution est de

l'ordre de 104 Hz et la population typique d'un paquet en mode de collision est. de l'ordre

de 1012 particules correspondant à un courant circulant de l'ordre du milliampère pour

chacun des quatre paquets. En revanche il n'est pas possible de focaliser trop fortement

les faisceaux aux points d'interaction dans les machines circulaires en raison des effets

d'instabilité faisceau-faisceau qui peuvent conduire à leur perte.

Ce dernier paramètre est justement le point fort des collisionneurs linéaires: Puisqu'ils

sont éliminés après la collision, il est possible d'avoir de très petites tailles pour les fais-

ceaux au point d'interaction et de se trouver en mode de disruption où ces effets faisceau-

faisceau sont très forts. Par contre les champs de sillage excités par le faisceau dans le

linac ainsi que la puissance totale nécessaire à la machine restreignent la fréquence de

répétition, de l'ordre de 100 Hz, et la population des faisceaux, typiquement 1011 partic-

ules par train de 10 micropaquets. Des études sont en cours concernant ces problèmes

mais le moyen le plus prometteur pour produire une haute luminosité dans les futurs

collisionneurs linéaires est de focaliser très fortement les faisceaux au point d'interaction.

C'est la tâche des sections de focalisation finale qui doivent aussi garder les faisceaux

en collision. Au SLC la section de focalisation finale produit.au point d'interaction un

faisceau rond de dimension transverse de l'ordre de deux microns. Typiquement un col-

lisionneur linéaire de prochaine génération devra produire un faisceau plat d'un tiers de

micron de large par quelques nanometres de haut. L'expérience du SLC en matière de

construction et d'opération d'une telle ligne est d'une très grande valeur. Cependant cette

nouvelle échelle de taille de faisceau pour les collisionneurs linéaires incite à des études

plus poussées de ces systèmes. La conception de l'optique demande une. compensation

plus fine d'aberrations plus importantes. Les tolérances très faibles et la grande stabilité,

tant électrique qu'en position, la précision nécessaire pour l'instrumentation autour du

faisceau et des techniques plus puissantes pour le diagnostic et la correction de ïa ligne

doivent être examinées et testées.

Le Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB), ou ligne de test pour la focalisation finale, est

en construction à SLAC par une collaboration internationale de physiciens et ingénieurs

venant de différents laboratoires; SLAC, KEK, INP-Novosibirsk, LAL-Orsay, DESY et

MPI-Munich participent à cette entreprise. Utilisant le faisceau d'électrons de 50 GeV du

linac de SLAC, le but est de former et mesurer une taille de faisceau de 1 micron de large



par 60 nanometres de haut au point focal du système. Conçu avec à l'esprit les paramètres

éventuels d'un futur collisionneur linéaire, le FFTB est un prototype à échelle réduite de

la plupart des instruments, programmes et procédures nécessaires à la construction et

l'opération d'un système de focalisation finale pour un collisionneur linéaire de prochaine

génération. En particulier on note que les grandissements de l'optique et les fonctions

betatron au point d'interaction sont identiques a ceux envisagés pour le futur collisionneur

linéaire (NLC). Les émittances et l'énergie du faisceau établissent l'échelle du FFTB

comparé au NLC.

L'optique du FFTB est tout d'abord présentée au chapitre 1. Le principe de la correc-

tion des aberrations chromatiques des quadrupoles finaux est décrit. L'introduction dans

ce but de lentilles hexapolaires (sextupoles) et d'aimants de courbure (dipoles) génère

de nouvelles aberrations non-linéaires. L'organisation de l'optique du FFTB est ensuite

décrite section par section et je discute finalement les principales aberrations rémanentes.

Le but de ce chapitre est d'introduire le lecteur au FFTB, son organisation et prin-

cipales caractéristiques, ainsi qu'aux notations utilisées dans cette thèse. Plus amples

informations sur le FFTB sont disponibles dans le "FFTB design report" 3et dans le

vademecum 4 de l'optique actuellement en préparation.

La motivation de cette thèse est exposée maintenant. Comme nous essayons de réaliser

une taille de faisceau très petite par la délicate compensation d'aberrations importantes,

il est essentiel non seulement de vérifier que les aberrations rémanentes sont à un niveau

suffisamment bas, à l'aide de programmes de simulations de trajectoires (tracking) par

exemple, mais aussi de comprendre les mécanismes par lesquels les compensations se font

ou de nouvelles aberrations apparaissent. La plupart des outils mathématiques pour les

études théoriques d'optique ne vont que jusqu'au second ordre. Ils sont basés sur la

formulation matricielle introduite 6 par Courant et Snyder et rendue populaire par le

programme|8! Transport. Des références figurent dans la bibliographie.

L'optique du FFTB est corrigée jusqu'au second ordre. Les études des effets de

troisième ordre et plus, qui limitent à l'heure actuelle les performances de nos lignes,

sont essentielles pour l'optimisation des lignes de focalisation finale pour les futurs col-

lisionneurs linéaires. L'extension du formalisme de Transport au troisième ordre est en

cours " mais ne constitue pas une tâche facile. Bien que quelques effets d'ordres élevés

aient été analytiquemcnt idei.'ifiés pour le FFTB en utilisant une méthode basée sur des

changements d'impulsion localisés (kicks), il n'y a pas de méthode générale pour l'étude

systématique de ces aberrations d'ordre trois et plus.



Il existe une théorie basée sur l'algèbre différentielle (DA) qui a été utilisée depuis

quelque temps, surtout appliquée aux machines circulaires. Introduites par entre autres

E. Forest et M. Berz, les méthodes d' algèbre différentielle permettent d'obtenir des

lois de transformation '" (maps) d'un système donné. Elles forment la représentation

de l'évolution de fonctions et peuvent être obtenues à des ordres très élevés à partir de

l'hamiltonien du système. Les techniques de DA sont surtout utilisées, au lieu de track-

ing, pour des études de stabilité de grands collisionneurs à hadrons comme le SSC aux

Etats-Unis et le LHC au CERN. En effet il est possible de concaténer les transformations

d'éléments individuels et ainsi former la loi de transformation pour un tour complet d'une

très grande machine. Les applications successives de cette transformation ont montré

qu'elle donnait des résultats équivalents à ceux d'un classique tirage de particules. Cepen-

dant cette concaténation ne donne pas beaucoup d'informations sur les mécanismes par

lesquels les aberrations se compensent ou apparaissent. Et c'est là notre intérêt premier

pour la conception des systèmes de focalisation finale.

Une autre théorie est connue depuis un certain temps. Alex Dragt a proposé dans les

années soixante-dix d'appliquer la théorie des transformations de Lie à certains systèmes

dynamiques.19'8 En supposant que l'on connaît l'hamiltonien d'un système, la solution est

simplement et élégamment donnée par la transformation de Lie associée au hamiltonien

et appliquée aux fonctions représentant les variables canoniques. Bien que ce travail

fût connu il n'a pas été beaucoup appliqué en dehors d'un code de calcul, Maryiie'13'

développé par Dragt et son équipe. L'une des raisons est, je crois, la décomposition

choisie afin de séparer les effets de différents ordres dans un produit de transformations
Iî9i

de Lie indépendantes. Ceci est une conséquence directe du théorème de factorisation

de Dragt et Finn. Même pour de simples éléments il n'est pas évident de trouver cette

décomposition pour des ordres supérieurs à trois; la décomposition au cinquième ordre

pour la plupart des éléments est en préparation pour Marylie.

Une formulation plus simple a ensuite été proposée 2°' par John Irwin et utilisée pour

la première fois sur le FFTB pour l'analyse de l'optique. La décomposition utilisée con-

siste seulement à séparer les termes linéaires des termes non-linéaires qui restent groupés

sous un seul hamiltonien. Les termes linéaires de la ligne parfaite sont traités à l'aide

d'un formalisme matriciel tandis que les termes non-linéaires sont concaténés séparément.

Cette concaténation est réalisée à l'aide du théorème de Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff. La

simplification principale tient ici au fait que les arguments des transformations de Lie sont

essentiellement les potentiels non-linéairos des éléments considérés et qui sont facilement.
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accessibles.

Le chapitre 2 expose la base mathématique nécessaire à l'établissement de la physique

clans le chapitre 3. La théorie des groupes de Lie est en général non-triviale. Cependant

la partie nécessaire à l'application à l'optique est simple. Les notions d'algèbre de Lie et.

d'opérateurs sur ces algèbrcs sont revues. La définition importante de la tranformation de

Lie est ensuite donnée. Les exemples simples du mouvement uniforme et de l'oscillateur

harmonique sont détaillés en utilisant, à titre de comparaison, d'une part la résolution des

équations du mouvement tirées des équations de Hamilton et d'autre part l'application do

la transformation de Lie. Ces deux exemples sont très proches des cas du mouvement d'une

particule chargée dans un espace de glissement (drift) et dans une lentille quadrupolaire

respectivement. Finalement le théorème de la transformation de similarité et le théorème

de Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff (CBH) sont exposés. Ce sont les outils essentiels sur lesquels

sont basées les méthodes présentées dans cette thèse.

L'application de ces concepts mathématiques à l'optique magnétique est le sujet du

chapitre 3. Le point de départ est l'hamiltonien électromagnétique général d'une particule

chargée dans un potentiel vecteur typique des aimants trouvé.= dans les accélérateurs. Des

suppositions sur le problème sont alors faites qui nous permettent de simplifier les calculs

analytiques. Il faut souligner que ces restrictions ne sont pas essentielles à la méthode et

qu'elles peuvent être éliminées si le besoin s'en fait sentir; le prix à payer n'étant qu'un

formalisme un peu plus lourd. Les potentiels vecteurs pour dipôles et, multipôles sont ex-

primés ensuite. Les transformations de Lie correspondant aux hamiltoniens construits sur

ces potentiels, donnent par application aux fonctions de position angulaire des particules

les changements d'impulsion de la particule (kicks). C'est essentiellement l'expression

de l'optique dite en éléments minces. L'expression en éléments longs est construite en

utilisant le théorème CBH sur une suite d'éléments minces et des changements linéaires

de coordonnées au long de l'élément. La même technique est appliquée pour le passage

d'une suite d'éléments longs à la ligne de faisceau toute entière. La méthode est décrite

en détail dans le chapitre 3 et implique la séparation des parties linéaire et non-linéaire

du problème.

Finalement la dernière partie du chapitre 3 montre comment des manipulations plus

élaborées peuvent être réalisées à l'aide de ces méthodes. On utilise l'exemple de la

section de correction chromatique (CCS) du FFTB. La compensation bien connue des

aberrations géométriques d'un sextupole à l'autre lorsqu'ils sont séparés par un module

—/ est d'abord montrée. Un terme d'ordre cinq dans l'hamiltonien, ordre quatre dans

11



l'optique, est ensuite dérivé analytiquement. La base de cette manipulation plus avancé:»

est la transformation de similarité. Une discussion des erreurs dans la ligne et. effets

induits clot ce chapitre.

La seconde partie de cette thèse consiste en l'application de ces méthodes au cas du

FFTB. Notez que les ordres des aberrations mentionnés dans les paragraphes suivants sont

les ordres dans l'hamiltonien, une unité de plus que l'ordre de l'optique. Le chapitre quatre

présente les aberrations de cette ligne jusqu'à l'ordre cinq. L'approche est ici analytique et

le nombre d'aberrations potentielles est élevé. On a recours à des arguments permettant, de

n'étudier que les aberrations réellement importantes. L'un de ces arguments fait réfèrent!»

à l'avance de phase caractéristique des systèmes de focalisation finale. Les aberrations

sont ensuite étudiées ordre par ordre. Une distinction est faite entre les aberrations

intrinsèques ou inhérentes qui existent dès la conception de la ligne, et les aberrations

qui apparaissent à la suite d'erreurs (position, force, etc.) et sont nommées aberrations

induites.

Ayant déjà retiré du problème la partie linéaire intrinsèque de l'optique, les aberrations

d'ordre un et deux sont exclusivement induites. A des ordre plus élevés, les abei rations

intrinsèques et induites sont mélangées. Le FFTB est corrigé à l'ordre trois sauf pour un

terme qui est identifié et pour lequel une solution est proposée. Les aberrations significa-

tives aux ordres quatre et cinq sont ensuite analysées. Finalement je montre que le FFTB

est un système fermé au cinquième ordre; c'est à dire qu'il ne peut exister d'aberration

significative d'ordre supérieur à cinq.

Finalement le dernier chapitre est une revue de certaines tolérances de stabilité pour

le FFTB. Bien que l'algèbre de Lie ne soit pas nécessaire à ce problème principale-

ment linéaire, il est possible d'utiliser très simplement ces méthodes pour des problèmes

linéaires. Les tolérances individuelles sont dérivées pour les erreurs de position des

aimants. Les effets de changement de la position au point focal (steering), de disper-

sion et les effets quadrupolaires normaux et tournés sont envisagés. Les tolérances sur

la stabilité électrique des aimants ainsi que leurs composantes harmoniques sextupolaires

sont aussi analysées.

D jt!s toute cette thèse j'utilise sans en donner de définition des notions courantes de

physique des accélérateurs tels que les fonctions bétatroniques, l'avance de phase, etc..

Les notations utilisées sont celles en usage aux Etats-Unis. L'orientation des axes est

également conforme à la norme américaine; l'axe y est vertical et pointe vers h» haut.

12



Les axes 2 et s sont respectivement les axes longitudinaux en coordonnées cartésiennes et

curvilinéaires. Le corps de cette thèse, préparée en très grande partie au Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center (USA), est rédigé en anglais.



Introduction

High energy e+e~ colliders are currently limited on the way to energies higher than

100 GeV by synchrotron radiation. When their trajectories are bent by a magnetic field,

charged particles emit electromagnetic radiation. The power radiated is proportional to

the fourth power of the energy of the particles and inversely proportional to the square

of the bending radius of the trajectory. In order to keep the radiated power down to a

manageable level, the highest energy e+e~ collider ring to date, LEP at CERN, has a

circumference of about 27 kilometers for a maximum energy of 100 GeV per beam.

One requirement for colliders in the next twenty years is to increase the energy by

an order of magnitude and reach the 1 TeV center-of-mass energy for e+e~ collisions.

The scaling of LEP to such energies, keeping a. constant radiated power per unit length,

would lead <. a ring twenty five times larger or about 700 kilometers in circumference.

Clearly noi i xonomically feasible machine. The other way to build high-energy ma-

chines, which would not require such a gigantic size, is the linear collider. Here two linear

accelerators facing each other accelerate the two beams. They are brought in collisions

at the Interaction Point and discarded. The concept of such a machine has been tested

at SLAC with the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC1'1) which has been a success as such;

a number of specific problems have been studied, some even discovered (muon shielding,

collimation) and for others the true complexity of these machines has been unveiled. This

is particularly true for the problems linked with production and conservation of small

emittances as well as for final focus systems. However the SLC is not a true linear col-

lider. The beams are accelerated concurrently in a single linac then two arcs and final

focus lines bring the beams in collision at the IP. The SLC has nonetheless demonstrated

the feasibility of such linear machines. The lessons learned form the SLC could not. have

been obtained by any other way.

The other challenge of high-energy C+e~ colliders is the luminosity required to investi-

gate very rare events. The next generation of machines will require a luminosity between

1033 and 1034 cm~25 - 1 . There are three main parameters to the luminosity: The fre-

quency of the collisions, the population of each bunch and the cross-sectional area of the

beams at the IP. The first two parameters are the strong point of circular machines. The

circulating current, proportional to the bunch populations times the repetition frequency

15



of the collisions, is fairly high albeit subject to limitations. For LEP the revolution fre-

quency is of the order of 104 Hz and a typical bunch population in colliding mode is 1012

particles corresponding to a current of the order of a milliampere per bunch. On the

other hand it is not possible to achieve very small beam sizes in circular machines since

the beam-beam instabilities (disruption) could lead to the loss of the beams.

This last parameter is the strong point of linear colliders: Since the beams are dis-

carded after the collision, it is possible to have very small spot sizes at the IP and run

in a disrupted mode where the beam-beam effects are very strong. On the other hand,

the wakefields excited by the beams in the linacs, as well as the total "wall-plug" power

used by the machine restrict the repetition frequency, of the order of 100 Hz, and bunch

population, 1011 particles per train of ten microbunches. Studies are actively carried out

to solve these problems but the most promising way of achieving a high luminosity at a

future linear collider is to focus the beams very strongly at the IP.

This is the task of the Final Focus System, together with keeping the beams in colli-

sion. At the SLC the final focus delivers a round beam at the IP with transverse dimen-

sions of the order of two microns. Typically a next generation linear collider requires flat

beams a third of a micron wide and only a few nanometers high. The experience gained

at the SLC in ouilding and operating such a line is extremely valuable. However the new

scaie for spot sizes in linear collider projects prompts for more careful studies of such

systems. The design of the optics calls for more stringent cancellation of stronger aberra-

tions. The tight requirements on tolerances and stability, both mechanical and electrical,

the precision required for the beam instrumentation and more powerful techniques for

diagnostics and correction of the beamline have to be investigated and tested.

The Final Focus Test Beam is being built at SLAC by an international collabora-

tion of physicists and engineers from different laboratories worldwide; SLAC, KEK, INP-

Novosibirsk, LAL-Orsay, DESY and MPI-Munich participate in this enterprise. Using

the 50 GeV electron beam from the SLAC linac, the goal is to form and measure a spot

size 1 pm wide and 60 nm high at the focal point of the system. Designed with possible

parameters of a future linear collider in mind, the FFTB is a scaled prototype of most

of the hardware, software and procedures required for the building and operation of a

final focus system for a future linear collider. The demagnifications and the values of the

betatron functions at the IP are identical to those for the Next Linear Collider (NLC).

The emittances and the energy of the beam establish the scale of the FFTB compared to

the NLC.
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The optics of the FFTB is first, presented in chapter 1. The principle of the correction

of the chromatic aberrations of the final quadrupoles is described. The introduction of

sextupoles and bending magnets for this cancellation gives rise to new non-linear chro-

matic aberrations. The FFTB layout, section by section, is then detailed and finally the

most important remaining aberrations are discussed. The intent of this chapter is simply

to introduce the reader to the FFTB, the layout, main features and the notations used in

the rest of this thesis. More information can be found in the FFTB design report|3' and

the design handbook in preparation.

The motivation for the work presented in this thesis is the following. Since we are

trying to achieve a very small spot size by careful cancellation of some strong aberrations,

it is important not only to check that the aberration content of the lattice is low enough -

this can be done with tracking codes - but most importantly to understand the mechanisms

by which cancellations happen or new aberrations arise. Most mathematical tools for

the study of theoretical optics go only to second order. They are based on the matrix

formulation 6 of Courant and Snyder that was made popular by the program * Transport.

A few good references can be found in the bibliography.

The optics of the FFTB is corrected at second order. The investigation of third and

higher order effects, which currently limit the performance of our designs, is crucial for the

optimization of the design of the final focus systems for a next generation linear collider.

The extension of the Transport formalism to third order has been started " but this is not

an easy task. Also it is not easy to find one's way in this wealth of coefficients. Although

some higher order effects have been identified at the FFTB using an analytical approach

based on kicks, there is no general way to systematically study these aberrations at third

and higher order.

There exists a theory based on Differential Algebra which has been in use for some

time, mostly applied to circular accelerators. Pioneered in this field by, among others,

E. Forest and M. Berz, DA methods provide so called maps of a given system. A map

is the representation of the transformation of a function and can be given at very high

orders from the Hamiltonian of the system. DA techniques are currently being used

mostly, instead of tracking, for stability studies for large hadron colliders such as the SSC

in the United States and the LHC at CERN. It is indeed possible to concatenate the maps

of individual elements and form a high order map of one turn of a very large machine.

Successive applications of this map has then been shown to give results equivalent to

tracking results. However the concatenation of those high order maps does not provide
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very much insight on the problem and especially on the mechanism by which aberrations

cancel or a new aberration arises from the interaction of lower order effects. And this is

our primary concern in the design of final focus systems.

Another theory has been known for some time. Alex Dragt has proposed in the

seventies to apply the theory of Lie transformations to some dynamical problems. '

Assuming one knows the Hamiltonian of a system the solution is simply and elegantly

given by the associated Lie transformation applied to the functions associated with the

canonical variables. Although this work was known it has not been much applied outside

of the computer code Marylie'"1 developed by Dragt and his team. One reason for this is,

I believe, the decomposition chosen in order to separate the effects of different orders in a

product of independent Lie transformations. This stems directly from the Factorization

Theorem of Dragt and Finn. Even for simple elements it is sometimes non-trivial to

find this decomposition at order higher than three; fifth order contributions for most

elements are now being incorporated to Marylie.

A simpler formulation was then proposed 2° by John Irwin and used for the first time

at the FFTB for the analysis of the optics. The expansion used is simpler since it consists

only in the separation of linear and nonlinear terms. The design linear terms are then

treated using the matrix formalism while the non-linear terms are treated separately. The

concatenation is performed using the CBH theorem. The simplification arises mostly from

the fact that the arguments of the Lie transformations are mostly the potentials of the

elements to be considered, which are easily accessible.

Chapter 2 exposes the mathematical basis needed to establish the physics in chapter 3.

The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebra is generally non trivial. However the subset

needed for the application to optics is simple. The notions of Lie algebra and operators

on these algebras are reviewed. Then the central definition of the Lie transformation is

presented. The simple examples of the uniform motion and the harmonic oscillator are

detailed, using both the resolution of the equations of motion derived from Hamilton's

equations, and the application of the Lie transformation. These two examples are very

similar to the case of the motion of a charged particle in a drift space and a quadrupole

respectively. Finally the theorem of the similarity transformation and the Campbell-

Baker-HausdorfF theorem are presented. They are the two essential tools on which the

methods presented in this thesis stand.

The application of these mathematical concepts to the physics of magnetic optics is
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the subject of chapter 3. I start here from the general electromagnetic Hamiltonian of a

charged particle in a magnetic potential typical of accelerator magnets. Some assumptions

are made at this point that enable us to simplify the analytical calculations. It should

be emphasized that these restrictions are not essential to the method and should the

need arise to remove one or more of these assumptions, the same type of analysis would

still be possible, albeit with a heavier formalism. The potentials used are expressed for

dipoles and multipoles. The Lie transformation associated to the Hamiltonians with these

potentials, when applied to the angular position functions of the particle, gives the kick,

or change in direction, applied to the particle. This is essentially the expression in the thin

lens approximation. The long element expression is then built using the CBH theorem

and linear changes of coordinates. The same method lets us build a beamline composed

of different long elements. The method is described in detail and involves the separation

of the design linear optics from the non-linear and error-induced effects.

Finally the last part of this third chapter shows how more elaborate manipulations can

be done using the methods presented. The example of the Chromatic Correction Section

is taken. The well known cancellation of the geometric aberrations of two sextupoles

separated by a — / module is first, shown. Then the more complex example of a fourth

order aberration, i.e. a fifth order Hamiltonian, is discussed. The basis for these elaborate

manipulations is the similarity transformation. A discussion on the errors and induced

effects ends the chapter.

The second part of the thesis consists in an application of the methods to the case of

the Final Focus Test Beam. The aberration content of the FFTB at order up to five in

the Hamiltonian, or fourth order optical effects, is analyzed in chapter 4. The approach

is here analytical and since the number of potential aberrations is rather high, some

arguments are derived in order to reduce the number of terms that actually need to be

estimated. Several arguments are invoked here, including one that uses the characteristic

phase advance pattern of final focus systems. The aberrations are then studied order by

order. I actually make a distinction between two types of aberrations. Those that are

present by design, in the perfect line, are called inherent aberrations while those that arise

because of some error (position, strength, etc.) are called induced aberrations. The orders

quoted in the next paragraphs are the orders in the Hamiltonians which is one more than

the actual optical order.

Since we have already removed the design linear optics as explained in chapter 3, the

only aberrations present at first and second order are induced. At higher order inherent
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and induced aberrations are mixed. The FFTB is corrected at third order except for one

identified term for which a correction is proposed. The significant fourth and fifth order

aberrations are then reviewed. Finally I show how the aberration pattern at the FFTB

is closed at fifth order. That is there cannot be a significant aberration at order higher

than five.

Finally the last chapter reviews some stability tolerances for the FFTB. Although Lie

algebra is not needed for this mostly first order study, it shows that it is possible to treat

linear problems in a very simple way using these methods also. The individual tolerances

are derived for the position stability of the magnets. The effects of steering at the IP

as well as the dispersion, normal and skew quadrupole effects induced by the subsequent

orbit displacement are reviewed. The tolerances on strength stability and rotation are

also derived. Finally the tolerances on the sextupolar harmonic content of quadrupoles is

also given.

Throughout this thesis I will freely use without further definition some basic concepts

of accelerator physics such as the betatron functions, the phase advance, etc.. The no-

tations are those in use in the United States. The orientation of the axes follows also

the american convention of the y direction being in the transverse plane and pointing

upwards. Directions z and s are the longitudinal axes in respectively the cartesian and

curvilinear coordinate systems.
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1. The Optics of the Final Focus Test Beam

1.1. INTRODUCTION

I review in this chapter the design and performance of the optics of the FFTB which

was based upon preliminary work'51 by Katsunobu Oide during his one year visit to SLAC

and upon the experience l2'gained at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC).

After some general background on the focusing and chromatic correction in final focus

systems, I describe the layout of the FFTB and the optical functions of each module as

well as the associated instrumentation. The history of the FFTB design, both the early

choices and the evolution of the present design, is reviewed in the third section.

Finally I address the issue of the performance of the optics in terms of the final

spot size, the energy bandwidth of the system and limiting factors such as remaining

aberrations. A few of these aberrations are developed here in detail. Tolerances, although

an important part of the performance of the line, will be reviewed in a later chapter when

we have more powerful tools available.

1.2. FINAL FOCUS SYSTEMS

1.2.1. Telescopes

The focusing of a particle beam can be achieved by using simple quadrupolar mag-

netic lenses. A basic one dimensional optical system commonly used to demagnify the

transverse dimension of a beam is a telescope such as the one shown here:

6722A1

Figure 1.1. One dimensional telescope made of two quadrupole lenses and showing the
sine and cosine-like principal trajectories. This telescope achieves a point-to-point and parallel-
to-parallel focusing in one plane only.

This simple telescope achieves a point-to-point and parallel-to-parallel imaging to-

gether with a geometric demagnification ^ - = ^ = (J^) where /?o and (3* are the

values of the betatron function (/3-function) at the entrance and at the focal point, of the
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telescopic system. The one dimensional first-order matrix representation of such a module

is:

/ -Mx 0 \
Rx = . (1.1)

V 0 -1/AfJ
In order to achieve the same effect in both horizontal and vertical planes one needs a

minimum of four lenses. Other solutions can be based on triplets instead of doublets and

are particularly well suited to the case of round beams with equal emittances like those

of the SLC."1

One can then demagnify a beam, generating a very small /^-function function at the

IP and, assuming a monoenergetic beam with emittance e, no dispersive contribution and

no coupling, the linear beam size <7Q at the focal point, is given by: CTQ = c /?*•

1.2.2. Chromaticity

A beam having a finite energy spread imaged by quadrupolar magnetic lenses has the

adverse property that particles with different momenta are focused at different distances;

particles with a higher momentum (;; = PQ (1 + 6)) come to a focus at a point downstream

of the nominal focal point and those with lower momentum are focused upstream. The

system thus has chromatic aberrations at the focal point.

The spot size at the end of a beamline containing quadrupoles and other chromatic

elements, such as the telescope of fig. 1.1 , and for a beam with some energy spread, is

given by

a*2 = af(l + e(6f +.-.). (1-2)

The chromaticity £ is defined as

&,„ = J K(s) &,„(«) <fo, (1.3)
.«0

where K(s) = Jb . is the strength of the quadrupoles along the line. The chromaticity

is a measure of the strength of some chromatic aberrations at the focal point.

For a given lattice the chromaticity is inversely proportional to the /^-function at

the focal point. Equation (1.2) then shows that as one decreases the /^-function at the

focal point the spot size passes through a minimum after which it increases again due to

chromatic aberrations (cf. figure 1.7).
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For final focus systems the most, important contribution to the chromaticity, up to

90%, comes from the final quadrupole doublet (or triplet) where both the /?-functions and

the quadrupole strengths are large.

This results in an increase of the spot size unless one can bring the total chromaticity

of the line close to zero. The remaining third and higher order chromatic as well as

geometric aberrations then limit the performance of the line.

1.2.3. Chromaticity correction

A solution to correct the chromaticity (the energy dependent focusing from the quad-

rupoles) is to introduce sextupoles in the optics in a region where there is horizontal

dispersion (r/). A sextupole is a magnet with a focusing strength varying linearly with

the horizontal distance to the axis. Therefore placing a sextupole in a linear dispersive

region focuses the particles with a strength proportional to their energy. The sextupole

integrated strength ks = ^fjL) Is, dispersion and /3-function at the sextupole can be

adjusted so that the chromaticity introduced (^5 = kaT)ps) is exactly opposite to that (£g)

produced by (mainly) the last quadrupoles. The optimum location for the sextupole is ir

in phase upstream of the final quadrupoles.

A sextupole also introduces strong second order geometric aberrations which would

dominate the spot size. The cancellation of these dangerous geometric aberrations is

achieved by inserting the sextupoles in pairs separated by a —/ transformation (a n phase

advance module with a magnification of one). The second-order geometric aberrations

then cancel due to the even parity of the kick given by sextupoles, while we can make

the chromaticity of the sextupoles add by manipulating the dispersion function in the —/

transform so that the chromatic kick has an odd parity.

Because the horizontal spot size is small enough to be aberration sensitive, we also

have to correct the chromaticity in the horizontal plane.

This scheme which was first introduced for the second order achromat ' by Brown

and Servranckx is the basis of chromaticity correction for final focus systems and has

already been successfully used at the SLC although, because of severe space limitations,

the horizontal and vertical chromatic correction sections were interlaced in the SLC while

they are separated at the FFTB. This scheme requires the introduction of sextupoles and

bending magnets which in turn create third and higher order aberrations which limit the

ultimate performance of the system.
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1.3. FFTB OPTICS

The Final Focus Test Beam is located in a straight-ahead channel at the end of the

SLAC linac, the C-beam lino (cf. figure 1.2 ). The basic parameters of the FFTB were

chosen as close as possible to potential parameters of a future linear collider.5 The gra-

dient of the final quadrupole is G = 1.8 T/cm with a half-aperture a = 6.5 mm. The

/^-functions at the focal point are /?* = 3 mm and /3* = 100 fi. The available trans-

verse and longitudinal space in the Beam Switch Yard/Research Yard and the shielding

requirements3 were the major physical constraints affecting the design. The total length

of the FFTB is 392 meters from the end of the linac to the dump with 185 meters of that

amount from the entrance of the FFTB (/^-matching quadrupoles) to the final focal point.

SLC

PEP

SLAC
Linac

Beam

Research
yard

s

Sextupoles

Quadrupoles Dipoles Final Quads

Figure 1.2. FFTB layout schematic showing the relation of the FFTB location (C Line)
with respect to the SLC arcs as well as the A and B beamlines.

The FFTB will use the 50 GeV electron beam from the SLAC linac operated in a

flat beam configuration, with unequal emittances ey •< ex. There is no provision to

use the positron beam unless one changes the polarity of all the magnets which can

be done by switching the leads on all the power supplies. In the "decoupled tunes"

mode of operation, the SLC damping ring can deliver a beam with vertical invariant
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emittance M of ^ey = 7. x 10 7 m.rad. This corresponds to a theoretical linear spot size

of 27 nm for /?* = 100 ^. We believe the emittance growth taking place in the linac can

be controlled so as to deliver 7fy = 3. x 10~6 m.rad. at the entrance of the FFTB,|25lin

order to achieve a vertical spot size of 60 nm, at the focal point. The horizontal emittance

•yex = 3. x 10~5 m.rad. together with /?* = 3 mm gives a horizontal spot size of about

one micron at the focal point.

By coupling the horizontal and vertical damping ring optics and resetting five quadru-

poles at the entrance of the FFTB line, a round spot (down to 1/z x 1/i) can be produced

at the focal point. This configuration will be especially useful in the early tuning stages

when a spot size compatible with standard measuring techniques (wire scanners) is desir-

able as we will need to calibrate the new beam size monitor " against known techniques.

Another configuration of the first five quadrupoles is proposed for the purpose of making

emittance and /?-function measurement at the entrance of the line.

1.3.1. Optical modules

I now turn to a description of the FFTB optics itself. It is convenient, both for the

design and the operation of such a line, to decompose it into optical modules, each having

a specific function and being independent of the others for tuning and correction purposes.

An example of a telescopic module was given in the first section of this chapter. The FFTB

is composed of five optic?! modules. Starting from the IP and going back towards the linac

we find the Final Transformer (FT), the vertical Chromatic Correction Section (CCY),

a Beta Exchange section (BX), the horizontal Chromatic Correction Section (CCX) and

finally the Beta Matching area (BM).

A characteristic of final focus optics is the alternating very large and very small (3-

functions. Large values, often several kilometers, occur at the final quadrupoles and are

needed to obtain the large divergence that lead to a small final spot size. The chromaticity

correction also requires high /^-functions at the sextupoles. The required phase advance

between sextupoles and between the last sextupole and the final quadrupoles imposes that

the /^-functions also go through very small beta points where most of the phase advance

is actually concentrated. There is a typical pattern for the phase advance in final focus

systems: The phase is quasi-constant everywhere except around the low beta points where

it jumps suddenly by 7r. Most elements in a final focus lattice are therefore in phase with

each other, more exactly separated by WK in phase. Only a few elements are placed at

the opposite phase, separated by 7r/2 + nn from most elements.



Natural boundaries for the different modules are conveniently placed according to this

phase pattern. The most important elements of the system are the four sextupolcs and

the last quadrupoles. The four sextupoles constitute the boundaries that define the five

optical modules at the FFTB.

1.3.2. Final Transformer

Final Transformer

QNl B02Softbend

i wo ^ i
QM3 QCS QC4 QS2 QC3 QC2 QXlQCl

12-91 7056A6

Figure 1.3. Schematic of the FFTB Final Transformer. The beam goes left to right to
the IP. Quadrupoles are figured as schematic optical lenses, bending magnets as wedges and a
skew quadnipole is shown as a lozenge.

The Final Transformer (FT) achieves the demagnification of the beam. Although it

is not by itself i telescopic module, the eniire line forms a telescope so that, the first order

transformation matrix between the end of the linac ("swivel point") and the focal point

does have the form shown above with the demagnifications 1/M1 « 70 and l/My « 380.

These values are similar to those required for a final focus system for the next generation

of linear colliders. For a comparison the SLC demagnifications [1)are 1/M1 = 42.5 and

l/My = 15.5.

The chosen arrangement allows a slight reduction of length compared to a final focus

system based on a rigorous telescopic arrangement. There is however a penalty for this

less symmetric design; there are no easily accessible image points of the IP in the line.

The final transformer can be subdivided into two ensembles of magnets. The last three

magnets before the IP (QC2 - QXl - QCl) are commonly referred to as the "final doublet"

since QCl and QXl have the same polarity, opposite to that of QC2. These magnets are

being designed and built by KEK (Japan). They actually form a rigid block mounted

on a single stand, also conceived and provided by the Japanese laboratory, with its own

stabilization system. These magnets are very strong with a maximum of 14 kGauss for

QXl equivalent to a gradient of 1.4 T/cm. The maximum gradient, G = 1.8 T/cm is

achieved in QCl. The history of this doublet is reviewed in a later section.
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The other magnets in this module are more conventional and provided by the Institute

for Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk (Russia, formerly USSR) from a joint SLAC/INP

design. The frontier between the final transformer and the vertical chromatic correction

section is set at the last sextupole. There is therefore a total of eight quadrupoles in the

FT including the last three forming the "doublet".

There are also two groups of bending magnets in the FT. The last group (B03)

consisting of two bending magnets forms the so-called "soft-bend" with a field about one

tenth of that of the main bends. They are designed to sweep the beam away from the

hard synchrotron radiation originating in the main bends.

The first group of bending magnets bring the dispersion function back to zero before

the Interaction Point. Note that there is not really an Interaction Point at the FFTB

since we haw only one beam. The Focal Point which is really the Interesting Point in our

case, is denoted IP.

Because the last leg of the FT is dispersion free it is also a natural place for instrumen-

tation and correctors. We have the following corrector magnets in the Final Transformer:

one skew quadrupole, two sextupoles and two skew sextupoles. In addition we have a

total of nine (four horizontal and five vertical) dipole correctors located at both | and Tt

phase advance away from the IP. They provide for steering and dispersion correction at

the IP.

1.3.3. Chromatic Correction Sections

SDl

CCY (-1)

B02

QNl QN2
7056A5

Figure 1.4. Schematic of the FFTB Chromatic Correction Section. The section has
a mirror symmetry around the central quadrupole, QN2 here. Quadrupoles are figured as
schematic optical lenses, bending magnets as wedges. Sextupoles are drawn as hexagons.

The two chromatic correction sections are so similar in design that I will describe

them together. In fact they are identical except for the sign of the quadrupole strengths;
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where the vertical CCS (CCY) has a focusing quadrupok, the horizontal one (CCX)

has a defocusing quadrupole of same absolute strength. The horizontal and vertical

chromaticities can be tuned separately. This two-plane correction scheme increases the

total length of the system and the number of components required but is essential in order

to obtain the small spot sizes in both planes at the focal point.

The CCS is built from a modified FODO cell with a mirror symmetry about the

centrai magnet. There are a total of five quadrupoles in each CCS and two groups of two

bending magnets around the central quadrupole. The /^-function is matched to be at a

maximum (a = O) at the sextupoles and at a minimum in both planes at the center of

the central quadrupole, making these points (one in CCX and one in CCY) the only true

image points of the IP at the FFTB.

Being located inside the magnets the image points are not available to instrumentation

such as wire scanners. Even if they were available, they could not be used in the nominal

(1// x QOnm at the IP) configuration since the spot size is dominated there by chromatic

aberrations originating in the first sextupole of the pair.

1.3.4. Beta Exchanger

* P exchange (7t module) - * >*

QTl QT2 QT3 QT4

12-91 7056A4

Figure 1.5. Schematic of the FFTB Beta Exchanger. The beam goes left to right
Quadrupoles are figured as schematic optical lenses.

Between the two CCS is a "/?-exchanger" to manipulate the /^-function from one

section to the other. It is also a n phase advance module consisting of four lenses arranged

in a modified FODO lattice. The instrumentation in this section consists of two wire

scanners at the points where the /^-functions are at a minimum. These points have very

large aspect ratios, i. e. the beam is very elongated in either the vertical or the horizontal

direction: <ry/(Tx = 36 at the X waist and <rx/ay = 376 at the Y waist. This can present

some difficulties for the design of the wire scanners, We also have a total of four correctors
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in this section. They are designed to launch an orbit into the CCY in both position and

angle as well as close an orbit launched across the CCX by correctors in the beta matching

section.

1.3.5. Beta Matching Section

- * P matching
BOl

Beam S h i e l d i "â
i2-9i Q5 Q6 QAO QAl QA2 QN2 QN3
7056A2

Figure 1.6. Schematic of the FFTB Beta Matching section. The beam goes left to right.
Quadrupoles are figured as schematic optical lenses, bending magnets as wedges. Also figuring
is the 16 meter-long muon shielding wall.

Finally, before the first CCS, we have a beta matching section which extends from

the end of the divergence chamber (dump DlO) to the first sextupole in the line. For

lack of space it was not possible to design the nominal configuration to include in this

section an image point where the incoming beam could be characterized using a screen or

a wire scanner. We had to resort to a different configuration of the beta matching section

for this purpose, the so called "matching configuration" as opposed to the "nominal

configuration". In matching configuration, the five quadrupoles are reset so as to form a

waist in both planes at a wire scanner (just upstream of BOl) where the incoming beam

can be analyzed. The quadrupoles are then set in order to match the incoming beam

to the rest of the lattice. When operating in the matching configuration, the beam is

stopped before entering the CCS.

1.3.6. Dump line

The dump line extends from the IP to the dump itself. It has three major functions:

the capture of the beam after the focal point; the safe guiding of the beam to the dump

and finally the measure of the relative energy of the beam.

Because of the very large divergence of the beam at the IP ((T*, ~ 500/MW/) and

because we want to allow for a reasonable space for instrumentation around the IP, the

capture is not trivial as the beam size increases very rapidly. A total of eight, quadrupoles

arranged in five optical lenses are used. These quadrupoles are of a design similar to that.
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of the other quadrupoles of the FFTB but they have a much larger aperture. They are not

mounted on magnet movers and are not fitted with BPMs. After the quadrupoles one finds

four vertical bending magnets that, deflect the beam towards the ground. The magnets

are also derived from the main bending magnets of the FFTB. They are conventional iron

magnets although they may be replaced by permanent magnets for beam containment as
f26l

well as experimental reasons. A shielded dump is located some thirty meters downstream

of the last magnet. The vertical deflection creates vertical dispersion which is used to

measure the (relative) energy and energy spread of the beam.

1.4. HISTORY OF THE DESIGN

1.4.1. Early choices

The FFTB design has evolved from a solution derived by Oide.' Another solution was

derived by K. Brown and R. Helm and was based on the SLC final focus model with

doublet-based, strictly modular telescopes and two non-interleaved chromatic correction

sections. Those CCS were actually 2ir phase advance modules (with of course the —/

between sextupoles). The two beamlincs were performing in a very similar way; same

final spot sizes and similar bandwidth. The line by Brown and Helm Lad actually more

elements than the design by Oide and was also longer. These were the two major reasons

why the decision was made to base the FFTB on the optics designed by Oide.

The final focus lattices now being studied for the Japan Linear Collider (JLC) are

based on the same ideas from Oide while those for the Next Linear Collider (NLC) devel-

oped by Brown and Helm apply the same rigorous modular principles that were proposed

for the FFTB. A comparison of two such lattices on the basis of tolerances was done 2 .

The complete study of tolerances for the chosen FFTB lattice is given in chapter 5.

1.4.2. Evolution of the present solution

After the choice of lattice was made, there were a number of important milestones in

the development of the optics as it is now being implemented. Let me comment more on

four of these changes:

First the original final doublet using two quadrupoles was changed for a three quad-

rupoles design. This solution which splits the final quadrupole into a short, (30 cm) and

very strong first magnet followed by a weaker but longer (110 cm) second magnet was
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prompted by engineering and costs reason. Since this last lens has to accept a large beam

and focus it very strongly the beam size varies greatly along the magnet. The aperture

must be calculated to allow for clearance at the entrance while there is extra clearance at

the end when the beam is already strongly focused. An idea of using a tapered magnet

where the aperture would be gradually reduced could be a solution to this problem. In

our case it was enough to split the magnet in two parts. The modification to the rest of

the lattice was minimal. The two quadrupoles forming the last lens will be strongly tied

together and should for all tolerances purposes form one unit.

Another change in the optics was prompted by magnet engineering reasons. At a

design field of nearly 10 kGauss the original 18 cm long sextupoles were experiencing

some saturation of the iron and we had to increase their lengths to 25 cm in order to stay

within some reasonably linear region. The change in this case was of potential importance

to the design since the long sextupole effect is a well known aberration of the system and

it was taken into account for the optimization of the design by Oide. Although the change

did seriously increase this octupole-like aberration, it is still at a manageable level. I will

expand on this in the next section of this chapter and a detailed calculation is in Appendix

A.

Related also to the departure from Oide's optimized parameters is the change in

bending angle of the main dipoles. The optimum value as calculated by Oide 5 was

3.5 mrad per bending magnet for the original lattice. The bending angle is now 3.7 mrad

per magnet. The consequence of the modification is a slight increase in two effects caused

by the synchrotron radiation in the bends. The growth of the horizontal emittance and

the chromaticity unbalance are detailed in Appendix A. In either case the difference is

small enough that there is no impact on the performance of the line.

The most important change in the design was to "square the lattice". This consisted

in two operations. First the optics was matched so that ax = ay = 0 at the sextupoles.

This is not a necessary condition for the chromaticity correction but is helpful for the

tuning14'1 of the optics. The second change was to match the dispersion function so that

we also have rj = 0 at the sextupoles. Since the dispersion can be seen as a particular

trajectory in the horizontal plane, the dispersion function and the horizontal /^-function

now follow a similar pattern and there is a waist at the mid-point of the first and last

group of bending magnets where the dispersion is launched and cancelled. Additional

dipole magnets manipulate the dispersion inside the CCS. The maximum value of the

dispersion function is now reduced by a factor two compared to the original design. The
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operation of "squaring" the lattice was prompted by the development of the tuning and

correction procedures. It does help the tuning of the line by simplifying the optics but is

not necessary from a point of view of purely optical design.

1.5. PERFORMANCES

1.5.1. A measure of final focus performance

The measure of the performance of a final focus system can be approached from at

least two different sides. Of course it all comes down to one simple precept: the smaller the

aberrations, the better the system performance. In general the idea is to have a system

that not only delivers a very small spot at the interaction point but also delivers this

spot over an energy bandwidth as large as possible. For most designs of linear colliders

an energy bandwidth of 0.3 to 0.4% seems adequate, however some designs, VLEPP for

example, may require a larger bandwidth.

The approach at the FFTB was to consider a fixed energy spread of ±0.4% and

design the system to achieve the magnifications anticipated for an NLC as we have already

mentioned. The performance of the system in that case can be measured by the remaining

aberrations at the focal point when the lattice is tuned and corrections (chromaticity,

dispersion coupling, . . . ) have been applied. I express this as the ratio p of the real

spot size, obtained here from tracking, to the linear spot size p = a*/yJP*ey . For the

FFTB, p — 60/55 = 1.09 indicating that the uncorrected aberrations amount to about

9% of the linear spot size. This value of course depends on the lattice. By varying the

demagnification of a given lattice (using only the matching quadrupoles) we get the so-

called performance plot on figure 1.7 showing the evolution of the final vertical spot size

with the vertical /^-function at the focal point in the following cases: linear (y/PyCy),

uncorrected showing the effect of the chromaticity of the lattice (sextupoles are turned

off) and chromaticity corrected (scxtupoles on). The curve for the corrected case is the

one we hope to observe at the FFTB. It shows the effect of higher-order uncorrected

aberrations.

Another facet of final focus performance is the energy bandwidth of the system, or

the energy domain over which the chromatic correction is effective. Some effort has been

placed lately on final focus systems with large bandwidth such as the one by R. Brinkmann

at DESY127 ; using eleven scxtupoles strategically placed and tuned, he could increase the

bandwidth of his beamline to about ±2%. The optimization was done using a computer
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Figure 1.7. FFTB Performance plot. The linear curve shows the linear spot size at
the IP as a function of the /3-function. The uncorrccted and corrected curves show the result
of tracking with respectively sextupoles off and on. The chromaticity correction is the main
difference between the two. Remaining higher-order aberrations are shown to be significant
below the nominal /J-function of 100 y..

fitting code. The principle of the correction is primarily the cancellation of the local

chromaticity at the quadrupoles although the geometric effects from the sextupoles as

well as higher order chromatic aberrations are of importance. This approach could shift

the difficulty of a linear collider from the delivery by the linac of a beam with small

emittance and small energy spread to a likely problem of tolerances (strength, position)

in the final focus. The question of the tuning of eleven sextupoles is also important.

There are however other concerns here besides ensuring that the energy acceptance

of the final focus matches the energy spread of the beam at the end of the linac. The

only strong reason to design a large bandwidth system might be the background in the

detector. Studies at the SLC show that this is a strong reason for the limitation of the

luminosity delivered to the detector. Also some physics studies such as the top quark

search require that the center of mass energy of the collisions be well defined and have a

narrow distribution. In most cases this requires that the energy spread delivered by the

linac be small, alleviating the demand for a large bandwidth in the final focus.

More studies of the type of solution presented by R. Brinkmann should certainly be
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carried out especially to find the associated tolerances as well as understand more precisely

what type of cancellation is taking place, what aberrations disappear and through which

mechanism. The Lie algebra methods I present in this thesis seem adapted to this type

of study.

1.5.2. Residual aberrations - limits on the spot size

The three major remaining aberrations have been identified at the FFTB by Oide

and others. They are, in the order they are presented in this section, the chromaticity

unbalance due to synchrotron radiation, the long-sextupole aberration and the chromatic

breakdown of the - / o f the CCS. They are simply outlined here but are detailed in

Appendices A and B for the first two and in another chapter for the last one.

— Chromaticity unbalance

The bending magnets arc a source of optical distortions,"'" both geometric and

chromatic. However the bending angles are small enough that the geometric effects are

negligible in our case. The major effect of bending magnet is a chromatic one through

synchrotron radiation: We have seen that the principle of chromatic correction is the

cancellation, by sextupoles, of the energy dependent focusing of the quadrupoles. However

as particles pass through the bends between the sextupoles and the final quadrupole, they

lose some energy through synchrotron radiation. These bends are needed to bring the

dispersion back to zero at the focal point. The cancellation between the chromaticity

introduced by the sextupoles and that introduced by the final quadrupole can no longer be

completely rigorous as a result of the quantum fluctuations in the synchrotron radiation.

There is an increase of the spot size at the IP due to uncorrected chromaticity. This has

been calculated by K. Oide and I redevelop it in detail in appendix A. The result for the

FFTB configuration with bending magnets of length If, and angle 0&, is:

For the FFTB parameters we have A^ = .06 which corresponds to an increase of the spot

size of ~ 3%.

— Long-sextupole
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The second most significant source of higher-order aberrations is the sextupole length

which generates third order octupole-like geometric aberrations. It can be explained by

mentally cutting the sextupole into elementary slices. The kick given by a slice of the

sextupole is a non-linear function of the transverse position of the particle at that location.

The position of the particle at any slice is affected by the kicks given by preceding slices

of the same sextupole. The total effect departs from the simple sum of the individual

kicks since they are non-linear. The difference is the long-sextupole effect, a third-order,

octupole-like, aberration. In terms of spot size increase at the focal point we have, as

developed by Oide and as described in Appendix B:

where ks is the integrated strength of the sextupole. For the FFTB, A^ = .06 correspond-

ing also to an increase of the vertical spot size of the order of 3%.

Combining these first two effects, one sees that we have to optimize the sextupoles

and bending magnets in order to minimize A§ = A^ + A^ given the available length for

the system. This was done by K. Oide for the FFTB[5' and gives A§ = .12 for the present

design. This corresponds to an increase in the spot size of 6%. Tracking results, including

synchrotron radiation simulation, show that the spot size is about 60 nm or about 10%

above the design linear spot size of 55 nm.

— Chromatic breakdown

There is indeed another aberration giving an effect of the same order of magnitude

as the first two. It is caused by the chromatic breakdown of the CCS coupled to the

chromaticity of the final quadrupoles. The details of this aberration will be worked out,

in a slightly different way, in chapter 4 but I can give here a qualitative explanation for

it.

The cancellation of the purely geometric terms from the two sextupoles of each CCS

relies on the fact that there is a — / transformation between them. Since the quadrupoles

inside the CCS introduce some chromaticity, the —/ is not true for off-momentum parti-

cles. Therefore there is a residual chromo-geometric (third order in the optics) effect at

the end of the CCS. This effect however is small since the chromaticity coming from the

central quadrupole of the CCS is also small thanks to the very small ^-function at this

point. However Oide has identified that this term can actually generate a significant effect
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when one considers its coupling with the very strong chromaticity of the final quadrupoles.

The chromo-geometric term changes the position of the particles in the final quadrupoles,

changing the chromatic kick they receive. This chromatic kick no longer cancels exactly

the one received in the sextupoles.

This fourth order effect is of magnitude similar to that of the long sextupole effect.

This example shows how one should be careful in analyzing these aberrations; some

apparently negligible effect can feeddown with a big effect downstream to generate some

sizable effect overall. However this feeddown can only appear at a significant level because

of the presence of a very large term such as the final quadrupole chromaticity. The

complete treatment of this aberration is presented differently in chapter 4 but this is the

way Oide presented it the first time. Oide used a simplified model to derive the expression

of this aberration. A rigorous expression is presented in chapter 4 using Lie algebra based

techniques.

1.5.3. Additional effects

The aberrations we have considered here are the main limitations of our system in the

vertical plane. One could reduce the strength of the first two by significantly increasing

the length of the system in order to reduce both the sextupole strength and the dipole

bending angle but there is a tradeoff between this reduction and the available space on

the SLAC site.

Another effect of the bending magnets is the increase of the horizontal emittance

of the beam caused by quantum fluctuations in the synchrotron radiation process.52 The

calculation for the FFTB shows that this effect increases the horizontal emittance by

2.7%. Combined to an increase of the /3-function of the same order, this leads to a 1.3%

increase in the horizontal spot size. However this does not affect the vertical emittance in

the absence of coupling, thereby leaving the vertical spot size at the focal point untouched.

Because the last quadrupole is so strong and the beam is large at that location before

being strongly focused to the final focal point, the particles can emit a significant amount

of synchrotron radiation while passing through the final quadrupole, leading to essentially

the same process we have described for the bends: the chromaticity the particle experi-

ences is slightly different from what the sextupoles correct for, leading to some unbalance

in the chromaticity correction. This effect, which has become known as the "Oide effect"

sets an ultimate limit for the smallest spot size that can be achieved. The result depends
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almost only on the normalized cmittancc

<r*ymin. = (7-)2 [-^LreXeFiVKlQ^nf (7«»)* • (1.6)

The function F is a dimensionless function of the length and strength of the final quad-

rupole and the focal length of the system.'4

In the case of the FFTB, <x* min = 30 nm while we aim at obtaining a* = 60 nm.

This effect is expected to be significant for future linear collider final focus systems where

extremely small vertical spot sizes are needed.

1.5.4. Higher order investigation

The formulas describing the aberrations of a line can certainly be obtained using

standard techniques of analysis in terms of kicks and drifts in the thin lens approximation

or matrices for thick lens calculations. However these calculations are not trivial when

one tries to investigate higher order effects. Numerical codes have been written1'41 that

automatically generate the analytic formulation, in the form of FORTRAN routines, of

higher order matrix elements. However if this calculation is possible, albeit at relatively

low order (up to fifth order) it does not provide much insight on the source or the reason

why some aberrations appear.

In the design of final focus systems for future linear colliders we are pushing the level

of aberration correction to its limit at third order and one would like to make sure that

no significant aberrations exist at higher order. In case these aberrations are indeed a

problem we would like to have enough power to understand where they come from and

if there is a way to correct them by either curing the cause or the effect. Also we want

to make sure that tolerances are manageable. The Final Focus Test Beam is at the edge

of these requirements, both in terms of aberration control and tolerances. To analyze

these requirements I have studied new techniques, based on Lie algebra, developed by

John Irwin at SLAC. The rest of this thesis presents these tools an the use we made of

them in the development of the optics of the FFTB, mostly for the analysis of aberrations

and tolerances.
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Figure 1.8. The FFTB optical functions for the nominal flat beam configuration. The
square root of the horizontal and vertical /3-functions are plotted (respectively dashes and solid)
as well as the horizontal dispersion (dot-dashes). The vertical dispersion is zero everywhere.
The schematic layout of the beamline is figured under the graph. This picture extends from the
entrance of the FFTB (dump DlO) on the left to the focal point (IP) on the right.
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2. Lie Algebra

2.1. INTRODUCTION

I give in this chapter an overview of the mathematical basis on which we will build

the methods we have applied to accelerator physics. Starting form the definition of a

Lie algebia, I show how this applies to Hamiltonians with the Poisson bracket as the

Lie product. Lie operators and Lie transformations are then introduced with their basic

properties. I then show, using two simple examples, how to actually find the equations of

motion for Hamiltonian systems using Lie transformations. Finally I introduce without

demonstration two theorems, the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem and the similarity

transformation, which are at the center of the methods we use in the next chapter.

I have tried to keep these mathematical considerations simple and clear. There are a

number of references on the mathematical theories of Lie groups and Lie algebras where

all proofs and further development can be found by the interested reader. There is no

need however to go beyond the concepts presented in this chapter to understand and use

the methods I present in this thesis.

2.2. DEFINITION

I give in this section a formal definition of an algebra and the additional properties

needed to constitute a Lie Algebra. These definitions are purely mathematical and quite

simple. I have not attempted here to provide a comprehensive set of definitions. I assume

that the reader is familiar with such mathematical notions as fields and vector spaces.

2.2.1. Algebra

A formal definition of an algebra can be given as follows:

An algebra over a field F is a vector space U over F together with a product operation

UxU -* U written (x, y) —> x.y, which satisfies the bilinearity properties of multiplication

by an element of the field and the distribution (left and right) of the product with respect

to the addition:

a(x.y) = (ax).y = x.(ay) cveF (2.1)

(.T1 + .r2).?/ = X1 .y + x2.y

and x.{yi + yrf = x.y\ + x.y%
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In addition, but this is not a required property, the algebra is associative if the product

satisfies

x.{y.z) = (x.y).z = x.y.z (2.3)

We will see later that this property is important for the definition of a Lie algebra.

2.2.2. Lie Algebra

Furthermore if the two following properties of antisymmetry and Jacobi Identity are

verified for the product, the product is called a Lie product and the algebra is a Lie

Algebra:

x.y = -y.x (2.4)

x.{y.z) + y.{z.x) + z.{x.y) = 0 (2.5)

We can note here that the property of associativity of the product, not, required to

form an algebra, is sufficient to show that the product is not a Lie product. In other words

the associativity property on the one hand and the antisymmetry and Jacobi identity on

the other hand are mutually exclusive and an associative algebra cannot be a Lie algebra.

2.2.3. Examples

As simple examples of algebras and Lie algebras we can consider the well known set

of the n xn square matrices.

We can first show very easily that this set, with the common matrix product, defines

an algebra over the field of real numbers. I will not carry the demonstration out here

since it is trivial.

However we can remark that the matrix product is not antisymmetric, namely A.D ^

—D.A which is one of the two properties required for a product to be a Lie product.

The common matrix product is not a Lie product and the associated algebra is not a Lie

algebra.

It would have been equivalent, to state that because the normal matrix product is

indeed associative, the algebra of the square n x n square matrices with the normal

matrix product cannot be a Lie algebra
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Let us now consider the commutator of two square matrices as the "product" on the

same vector field, [A1 B] = A.B — B.A where the dot still represents the normal matrix

product. It can easily be shown that this is indeed an algebra and the commutator product

is not associative. The commutator product is easily shown to be antisymmetric and the

Jacobi identity can be verified for all A, B and C in the vector field by a trivial expansion

of [A, [B, C) + [B, [C, A]] + [C, [A, B]] = 0. The commutator product is a Lie product and

the set of the square n x n matrices with this product is a Lie algebra.

In accelerator physics this set of the square n x n matrices is well known since its

introduction by E. Courant and H. Snyder as the mathematical frame for their work on

strong focusing. It is the basis of the formalism used in the computer code Transport8 and

is the most widely used nowadays. Each element of an accelerator can be represented by

a matrix mapping the coordinates of a particle (or ray) at the entrance of the element

into coordinates at the exit. However the product used in this formalism is the common

matrix product. An example of the Lie algebra based on the commutator in accelerator

physics is the set of the symplectic matrices (5/^n)- For a detailed discussion on this

subject, see reference 18.

2.3. HAMILTONIANS AND POISSON BRACKETS

The notion of Hamiltonian in a dynamical system arises from the more general for-

mulation of Lagrangian mechanics. If the equations of motion in Lagrangian formulation

consist of s, the number of degrees of freedom, equations of second order, there are 2s

equations of order one to solve in the case of the Hamiltonian formulation. These equations
129)

are called canonical equations because of their simple formulation and their symmetry .

In general the Hamiltonian of a system is a function that does not depend on time if the

potential itself does not depend on time.

The equations of motion for the canonical variables qi,Pi (i = 1,2... , s) are expressed

by the equations of Hamilton:

p (26)

Let / be a function of the q, p and t variables; the total derivative of / with respect
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to the time variable is written using the chain rule for derivation:

f df

The Poisson Bracket [/, g] of two functions / and g of the variables /?,, qi is defined as

<ii '-'in u r t ViJ1

Using the equations of Hamilton (2.6) the total derivative of / with respect to time

(2.7) is then rewritten

-j- = -7f + [f> H] (2-9)

Particularly by taking / = H one gets ^- = Off- and if H does not explicitly depend

on time ^ = O which expresses the conservation of some quantity H, usually the energy

of the system.

I do not wish to elaborate more on this at this point. I will come back to this subject in

the next chapter when it comes to building the Hamiltonian of optical magnetic elements

for an accelerator.

2.4. T H E LIE ALGEBRAS ON HAMILTONIANS

Consider the vector space of the differentiable functions of the generalized real vari-

ables {q,p} = {qi,pi,i = 1,2,... ,s} and the time t. The product defined as the Poisson

bracket f.g = [/,<?], is effectively a Lie product and the algebra hereby defined is a Lie

algebra.

The proof is readily obtained: From the linearity and distributivity of the derivative

one infers the bilineanty and the distributivity of the Poisson bracket.

[«/i g] = [f, <*.<?] = «[/, 9] (2-10)

[f + 9,h) [f,] + \9M

and [f,g + h] = [f,g) + [f,h)
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The antisymmetry property results from the minus sign in the definition of the Poisson

bracket:

[/,.</] = -[</,/] (2.12)

The Jacobi identity is the least obvious from the definition of the Poisson bracket but

is easily developed. In terms of Poisson brackets it is written

I/, M l ] + W M l + (M/, sl]=o (2.13)

This Lie algebra is the one on which we will base the rest of the work presented here.

2.5. LIE OPERATORS

To every function f(q,p,t) we associate a "Lie operator", :/:, operating on any func-

tion g(q,p,t) and defined as

•f-9 = [f,9] (2-14)

In the words of Alex Dragt, "the Lie operator is a Poisson bracket waiting to happen".

The powers of Lie operators are defined as

:f-°9 = 9

:f:g = [f,9] (2-15)

:f:29 = :/:(:/:</) = [/,[/,5]]

The set of the Lie operators forms a vector space:

a:f: 4- b.g: = :af + bg: with a and b scalars (2.16)

They act as a differentiation operator with respect to the common product and the Poisson

bracket:

(:f:9)h + 9 ( : f : h ) (2.17)

:f: IgJi] = [J: 9 , h] + [ g , : f : h ) (2.18)

Note here that we can rewrite equation (2.9) using the antisymmetry property of the
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Poisson bracket and the definition of the Lie operator

%-%-*>' <"•>

And when the function / does not explicitly depend on the time variable (^- = 0), which

is the case for the functions we will study later in this thesis, the equation can even be

restricted to the following notation

Jt = -H-

showing that the Hamiltonian Lie operator simply consists in a time derivation.

I can now rewrite equation (2.18) for this particular case as

which forms the differentiation rule for a Poisson bracket.

Finally one can also define a product on Lie operators as the commutation between

the two individual operators:

i.t. .n.\ _ .(••„. _ •„••/•• (o oo\

Applying this new operator to any function h(q,p,t) we get

{:/:, :g:)h = :/::«/: h - :g::f: h = [/, [g, h]] - [g, [/, h}}
(2.23)

so that we can write {:/:, :g:} = :[f,g\:

The commutator has already been shown to be a Lie product. The algebra of Lie

operators with the commutator as a Lie product is a Lie algebra. Notice that this Lie

algebra of Lie operators is constructed upon the Lie algebra of functions of generalized

variables with the Poisson bracket as the Lie product and is therefore homomorphic to

the later.
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2.6. LIE TRANSFORMATIONS AND PROPERTIES

2.6.1. Definition

Powers of Lie operators belong to the space of Lie operators. It is possible to introduce

the functions that can be expanded in integral series of Lie operators and these functions

also belong to the space of Lie operators. In particular the exponential function

exp(:/:) = f ) 1 (:/:)" (2.24)
n=0 "'

is defined as the Lie transformation and its action on a function g(q, p, t) is the series

exp(:f:)g = g + [f,g] + ^ [ / , [f,g]) + ... (2.25)

2.6.2. Properties

The following properties can be verified using the series expansion of equation (2.25)

and equations (2.17) and (2.18).

(2.26)

The first two properties are easily shown. The last one above should be emphasized

for it will be central in the treatment of optics. It can be expressed as the following rule:

"to transform a function through a Lie transformation, one needs only transform the

coordinates of this function".

If we now apply the Lie transformation e~T'H: where H is the Hamiltonian, to the

functions of canonical variables ry,,p, when these functions do not explicitly depend on

time but are taken at time ^o, we have

^ (2-27)
n=0

which is the usual definition of the translation of a system by a time r using the Taylor

series expansion of the function at a time to.
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2.6.3. Examples

2.6.3.1. Uniform motion

^Let us assume the Hamiltoniau H = ^ for the movement, in one dimension of an

object of mass m with generalized coordinates q and p. This Hamiltonian corresponds to

a motion with speed q = Q£ = £ and the motion is uniform since p = Qp- = 0. The

solution comes then from integrating those two equations and we have, with go and pQ

the initial conditions:

p = pQ; q = qQ+ pot (2.28)

If we now try to solve the same problem using Lie algebraic methods, we have to

evaluate the transformation of the coordinate function f(q) = q evolving according to the

Hamiltonian H. We see here that the approach is quite different in the two methods. The

classical method derives an equation of motion and therefore "maps" the input to the

output coordinates, while the second method attempts to find the transformation of the

function representing those coordinates. Notice here that physicists are often lax when it

comes to making fine distinctions of this sort and often overlook these differences. I have

found that it is however an important point here since the "mapping" approach of the

problem, corresponding to the first method presented here and relying on coordinates is

so obvious and natural and the manipulation of functions bearing the same name as the

coordinates is often overlooked.

Following equations (2.27)and (2.25), the solution is simply the Lie transformation:

e-fttq = q-t[H,q] + *-[H, [H, q]] + ... (2.29)

As one can see the operations involved here are Poisson brackets which involve only

derivations. There is no integration to perform and we already can see that if a computer

can be made to analytically perform a differentiation, which is one of the great results of

the Differential Algebra techniques, it will be very easy to make it calculate analytically the

evolution of the function q. Note that it results from the assumptions that the Hamiltonian

of a classical dynamical system can be differentiated as many times as necessary.
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The individual Poisson brackets to be calculated are:

(2.30)

It is seen here that this system is actually closed and replacing the results in equation

(2.29), we get, assuming that the functions at t = 0 evaluate to p(t = 0) = po and

q(t = 0) = qQ:

qo + ^t (2.31)

In the same way we get the evolution of the momentum function p:

with [HM = [^M=O (2-32)

giving p(t) = po

We have seen here how to get the same result using two different methods. In the

usual method one needs to integrate the equations of Hamilton to get the result. The

second one makes use of the Lit algebraic properties of the space of physical functions

with the Poisson bracket as a Lie product. The evolution of any function of position

and momentum is given by the Lie transformation that only requires the calculation of

Poisson brackets of the Hamiltonian describing the system with these functions. Moreover

according to the last property in (2.26), one needs only calculate the Poisson brackets with

the functions position q and momentum p.

I have chosen this elementary example to develop the method in detail. It may appear

that the first method is simpler but the reader is reminded that in many practical cases,

Hamilton's equations are not easily integrable.

2.6.3.2. The harmonic oscillator.

I can now present a more elaborate example. The harmonic oscillator is similar to

the problem of the motion in a quadrupole in accelerator physics and it involves an open

system. A reduced Hamiltouian for the harmonic oscillator can be written H = \{p2+q2).
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Ones needs to calculate the different powers of the Lie operator associated with the

Hamiltonian and their action on the functions position q and momentum p:

[H,q\ = :H:q=:-p ; :H:2q = -:ff:p = -q ; :H?q = p ; :H:4q = q . . .

:H:p = q ; :H:2p = :H:q = -p ; :H:3p = ~q ; :tf:4p = P . . .

(2.33)

which allows us to write for the solution

e-^-q = q - t:H:q + t.H:2q - £:H*q +...

-1 + V-IJ-PJ1 + - (2.34)

— qcos(t) +psin(t)

= p - <:/7:p + ^ : ^ : 2 p - L.-J

(2.35)

= pcos(t) — gsin(<)

The last step in (2.34) and (2.35) involves the recognition of the familiar series of the

sine and cosine functions.

From this second example it should now be clear how one can treat those problems in

a very general way given the Hamiltonian of the system. An extension of these examples

to more than one dimension (two degrees of freedom) is also straightforward.

2.7. THEOREMS

I present here the last two theorems needed for the rest of this work. Any Lie trans-

formation is associated to one Hamiltonian. In the case of systems with piecewise Hamil-

tonians, the whole system is represented as a product of the different Lie transformations.

It is often desirable to combine these into one global transformation or in other words to

find the one Hamiltonian representing the whole system.

The general problem of finding the combination of two Lie transformations is solved

by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem:
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1 ir i (2.36)
with h = f + g + -[f,g] + _ | / _ f l l [ / , 0 ] j + . . .

There is no general expression for this series but one important aspect for compu-

tational purposes is the fact that the right hand side of equation (2.36) contains only

Poisson brackets of increasing order, or derivatives of / and g of increasing order but no

terms of order higher than one in / or g. The demonstration of this theorem is not easy

and one can refer for example to the one given by A. Dragt and J. Finn in reference 19.

The algebra of Lie transformation is non-commutative and the reordering of a prod-

uct of such transformations can be performed using the similarity transformation; it is

readily seen with the CBH theorem that the inverse of a Lie transformation e'f: is the Lie

transformation e~'f' and inserting the identity ef'e~'f:, one gets

ê9'- ef- = e-f: (e" : / : e:fl: e : / :)

_ fff- ee~"'<>: (2.37)

Then following the last property in (2.26) we get that g'{z), with z = {qi,Pi}, is the

same function g expressed now in terms of the coordinate functions transformed by / :

g'(z) = g(éf-z).

The similarity transformation can be interpreted as a simple coordinate transforma-

tion.

9,"-»« + [/,«] +«if/, [/.«ll+-••
\ (2-38)

If / is a quadratic polynomial the change of coordinates is linear and can be represented

in a matrix form. This is the Lie algebra equivalent of the familiar change of coordinates

in the algebra of matrices M' = RMR~l where R~l is the inverse of R.

Assuming a series of transformations, it is now possible to reorder this series by

successive applications of the similarity transformation. For example considering a series

of mixed linear (/;) and non-linear (gi) transformations, it is possible to move all the
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non-linear terms together by successively moving them through the linear terms as in the

following example:

e-ff-
(2 39)

The non-linear transformations keep the same form although the coordinates on which

they act are now different. Note that since the f, are linear transformations the familiar

tools of matrix algebra can be applied here to concatenate the linear terms. The CBH

theorem can be used to find a single non-linear term so that the whole series is reduced

to one linear transformation times one non-linear term.

2.8. CONCLUSION

We now have at hand all the mathematical tools necessary to approach the Hamil-

tonian formulation of accelerator optics using Lie algebras. Let me summarize here the

essential mathematical tools we will use: At the center of the theory is the notion of the

Lie algebra on Hamiltonians with the Poisson bracket. The evolution of the system is

given by the Lie transformation associated with the Hamiltonian of the system. Finally

the CBH theorem lets us concatenate Lie transformations while the reordering of the

transformations is achieved using the similarity transformation, which can also be seen as

a change of variables. The separation of linear and non-linear terms is also easily achieved

as shown in the last section. The similarity transformation and the CBH theorem are the

main tools for the rest of this study. The mathematical basis for Lie algebra is far richer

than the very quick presentation I have made here. I can only encourage the reader to

further investigate this very elegant area of mathematics.
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3. Application to Optics

3.1. INTRODUCTION

I describe in this chapter the techniques used to apply the mathematical tools pre-

viously developed to the problem of magnetic optics in accelerators. After transforming

the general Hamiltonian into a more specific and more manageable form I show how to

separate the optics into the linear and higher-order parts using coordinate changes and

the similarity transformation. The treatment of long elements and its extension to the

case of beam-lines is then shown.

Two different approaches to finding higher-order effects are presented. One is a

straightforward algorithm giving a good global picture of the aberrations in the beam-

line. The other approach is better used for the analysis of specific effects and analytical

calculations. I present some examples of such analysis based on the case of the CCS at

the FFTB. Finally I describe how to take some errors into account.

3.2. HAMILTONIANS

3.2.1. The Electro-Magnetic Hamiltonian

The general Hamiltonian of a particle of rest mass mo, charge e and canonical position

and momentum q and p, placed in an electromagnetic field deriving from the scalar and

vector potentials ^ and A is written, with the time t as the independent variable:

(3.1)

If the vector and scalar potentials A and \& do not explicitly depend on time so that

*jjjT = 0 the HamiKonian is a constant of motion (^r = 0) as well as an integral of motion

([H, H] = 0). The Hamiltonian in equation (3.1) is a constant and represents the total

energy of the system (H = E).

It is convenient in accelerator physics to change the coordinate system and analyze

the dynamics of the particles with respect to a design trajectory. The x and y axes lie in

the plane perpendicular to the trajectory of the reference particle and the s axis is along

this reference trajectory. This curvilinear coordinate system has been described in many

places and is very familiar to accelerator physicists.
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The change of coordinates6'30 generates a new Hamiltonian, still written H however.

The new constant of motion, H = ~pa, is the longitudinal momentum. Denoting by p(s)

the curvature of the design trajectory along the machine we get the following Hamiltonian:

H = -eAs - (1 + Î) [{E
 cf

)2 - my - (px - eAxf - (p, - eAyf\ * (3.2)

I shall now restrict the scope of the problem to the magnetostatic case of typical

accelerator magnets, where $ = 0 and the vector potential A does not vary with time. It

is also convenient and, because of time independence, legitimate to scale the Hamiltonian

by the total momentum of the particle p. This requires that we scale the coordinate

Px and Pj, giving x' = px/p, the angle that the trajectory of the particle makes with the

design trajectory in the horizontal direction (x plane) taken in the approximation of small

angles. Similarly in the vertical plane y1 = py/p. The new Hamiltonian is

H = -€-A3 - (1 + £)[l - (*' - e-Ax)
2 - (y' - -pAyff (3.3)

3.2.2. Approximations

I assume for the rest of this study that the only non-zero component of the vector

potential is the longitudinal component A9. Since B = VxA, this assumes that the

longitudinal component of the magnetic field is zero everywhere. Although I neglect as a

consequence the fringe fields of magnetic elements, which is a good approximation in our

case, the formalism is quite general. Including elements with axial magnetic fields and

fringe fields would not present any additional problem.

I can now expand the square root in a series since the angles x' and y1 are typically

very small: of the order of a few tenth of a microradian in most elements at the FFTB,

and up to a maximum of 300 to 500 microradians at the focal point.

H = -e-As - (l + Ï ) [i - I(x'2 + y'2) - i(x'2 + ̂ f + ...] (3.4)

Also using the same argument of small angles, we get that the effects of the fourth

and higher-order terms in x' and y' in the above expansion are negligible. Note that
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some very general aberrations, well known to spectrometer designers, do disappear from

the calculations due to this approximation; for example there are higher-order geometric

aberrations appearing in quadrupoles if one keeps more terms in the development. They

are due to large enough x' and y' that change the path length inside the magnet. Their

effects can be calculated as perturbations and shown to be negligible for the FFTB.

All the terms we have dropped may be included in situation where they are important.

Note that the first term of the series in (3.4), a constant, does not have any effect on the

dynamics of the system and can be dropped. Finally I can express the total momentum p

of the particle in terms of the design momentum po and 6 = 2 ^ a momentum deviation*

so that the final expression for the Hamiltonian is, given as a function of the vector

potential A3:

H = -^{l--6)A3-
X- + \{l + -p)(x'2 + y») (3.5)

The equations of motion can then be obtained from Hamilton's equations (2.6) and

the motion, solution of these equations, can be found by integration or alternatively by

applying the Lie transformation to a given coordinate function, as shown in chapter 2.

3.2.3. Potentials

The expression for the vector potential As can be obtained from Maxwell's equations

expressed in curvilinear coordinates.

3.2.3.1. dipoles

In the case of bending magnets, horizontal here, the vector potential As is the solution

of a differential equation given by BQ = (V X A)y where the rotational operator is expressed

in curvilinear coordinates. The solution 3I is of the form

(3-6)As = ^ d + )2 p

There are two terms of importance in this potential. The first one, Box, represents the

main bending field and cancels the term x/p in (3.5) so that, as was expected since we

* The deviation usually quoted in accelerator physics, 6 = p pg, would lead to an infinite series of
chromatic terms at all orders 1/(1 + 6) « 1 — 6 + Ô2 + Using S = —^ all chromatic effects are
contained in the linear dependence in 6.
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are in curvilinear coordinates, the main bending field disappears form the Hamiltonian of

dipole magnets. The second term of interest is proportional to x2/p2 and is the expression

of a weak-focusing effect in the horizontal plane.

Dipole magnets at the FFTB have typically a bending radius p = 725m and the typical

excursion from the central trajectory is a few hundreds of microns giving x/p « 10~7.

The weak-focusing effect is therefore dropped altogether with higher-order effects in x/p.

The only remaining term in the potential is the dispersion ~f>xjp and the Hamiltonian we

assume for dipole magnets has the final form:

(3.7)

3.2.3.2. multipoles

For multipoles, 1/p = 0 and the magnetic vector potential is a solution of an equation

of Laplace in two dimensions. This equation is easily obtained by writing the condition

V x B - 0 together with B = VxA. The solution is of the general form ReJ^n jjj- (x +

iy)n, with cn complex, containing all the normal as well as skew multipole terms. The

order of the solution and the constant for a given magnet are determined by its geometry

(number of poles, aperture) and the value of the field at the pole tip. By arguments of

symmetry one can show that the solution of order n corresponds to a magnet with 2n

poles and the orientation of the poles determines whether the element is "normal" or

"skewed". One is a rotation of the other by an angle ir/2n around the longitudinal axis.

A "normal" element is by definition one that has the horizontal midplane symmetry:

A particle with a trajectory starting in the horizontal plane remains in the horizontal plane

when passing through this element. The consequence on the symmetry of the transverse

components of the field is

Bx(x, -y, s) = -Bx{x, y, s)

By(x,-y,s) = By{x,y,s)

The strength of the multipole is given by the boundary condition at y/x2 + y2 = a

the radius of the aperture of the magnet where the field is equal to the pole tip magnetic

field BQ. The solutions at order n for the normal and skew multipole elerrents respectively
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are written as the real and imaginary part of the general solution above:

— - A 3 = 1^ Re(x + iy)n

PO n\

~-As = 1^f Im (x + iy)n

Po n\

(3.9)

The absolute values of the strengths are defined, with the magnetic rigidity (Bp) = &• ,

as

Bn
\Kn\ = \K'n\ = (n - 1)! — ^ - - (3.10)

an~l(Bp)

For example the following Hamiltonians determine the dynamics of a particle in respec-

tively a drift space (no field), a quadrupole, a skew quadrupole and a sextupole:

drift space: H = \(x'2 + y'2)

quadrupole: H = \(x'2 + y'2) + \ K2 (1-6) (x2 - y2)
I _ (3-H)

skew quadrupole: H = ~(x'2 + y'2) + IC2 (1 - 6) xy

sextupole: H = l-(x'2 + y'2) + i K3 (1 - 6) ( i 3 - 3xy2)

3.2.3.3. summary

The following table lists the potential part of all normal and skew multipoles at order

up to five. I define the potential part of a Hamiltonian as the part deriving from a

potential, in our case —- As (1 — 6), while the kinematic part exists even in the absence

of a potential. The Hamiltonian of a drift space contains only a kinematic part.

element

dipole

quadrupole

sextupole

octupole

decapole

IT

t(

normal

6 x/p

f (1 - S) (x2 - y2)
IG
IT

(1

1 —

(1 - 6) (a-3 - 3.ry2)

-6) U* - 6x2y2 + y*)

6) (x5 - lOx-3?/2 + 5xy4)

4
§(
( i -

skew

6 V/P

K'2(l-6)xy

(1-6) (Zx2V-V3)

l-6)(4x*y-4xy*)

6)(5x*y-10x2y* + y5)

Table 3.1. The potential parts, normal and skew, of the Hamiltonians for te first few
orders. Note that for dipoles and since we are in curvilinear coordinates, only the dispersive
part appears here and no order one effects are present.
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The Hamiltonianr defined contain all the dynamics of the system, considering of course

the approximations made in the preceding section, and one can nov/ treat a multipole

element in the same way I have treated the two simple examples in the previous chapter.

Note that the uniform motion example is to be compared to that of a drift here and the

example of the harmonic oscillator is analogous to the case of the quadrupole.

Notice here that no Hamiltonians of order one appear in the above table since the

main bending field disappears by virtue of the curvilinear coordinates. Hamiltonians of

order one will however appear when considering dipole correctors, which are not a part

of the design lattice, or errors or misplaced elements.

3.3. PRINCIPLES

3.3.1. Thin elements

The Lie transformation associated with the Hamiltonian as defined above is written,

for a small slice of length ds, exp(—ds:H:). H is in general composed of a linear part

Hi of order two in the generalized coordinates and 6, and a non-linear part Hn\ of order

three and higher. It is possible, in the thin-lens approximation ds —» 0, to rewrite the Lie

transformation associated with the slice, as the product

exp(-ds:H:) = exp(-ds:#,:) exp(-ds:i/n,:). (3.12)

The linear part H] contains the kinematic part of the Hamiltonian as well as the potential

part of order two if present. This is equivalent to neglecting ail the terms in dsn, n > 1

in the CBH expansion since H\ and Hni do not commute.

3.3.2. Linear Transformations

A Lie transformation of the form M = exp(—Z:///:) where H\ is of order two is a linear

transformation that can be represented by a linear map. Following section (2.7) this map

can be represented in a matrix form [M]. Although maps are used for the transformation

of functions, the matrix form of a linear map is obviously equal to the familiar linear R

matrix representing the linear optics in the Transport formalism.

[M] = R (3.13)

The tools and methods developed for linear optics in any matrix manipulation codes
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such as Transport can then be used to treat the linear optics in this Lie algebra frame-

work.

3.3.3. Outline of the Methods

I have now shown how one can separate the linear optics from the non-linear terms

in the Hamiltonians developed above. The linear optics is simply treated using the well-

known Transport matrix theory. The rest of the analysis will consist in taking a series of

thin-lens transformations and first assemble them into a thick element. Similarly taking

a series of thick elements, the beamline itself can be assembled.

3.4. THICK ELEMENTS

3.4.1. Method

Having defined the thin-lens expression of the Lie transformations, I can now concate-

nate the thin slices, taking the product of the transformations, to form a thick element.

I choose to represent this thick clement as the combination of two linear maps M//2 and

a single nonlinear transformation at the center:

n

Mdsi e-dsi-H^- = Ml/2 e~UH>- M,/2 (3-14)

The linear transformation M,i3i is the same for all the slices while each slice at lo-

cation Sj has a nonlinear Hamiltonians H((x(si), y(si)). By successive application of the

similarity transformation, following the rules defined in the previous chapter, I transform

all the nonlinear kicks of individual slices to the center of the element:.

n

Mlj2 e-hH<- Ml/2 = (MM;..MJ Y [ e - d 3 i - K M : (MM...MJ (3.15)
n/2 «=1 n/2

The linear My2 is obviously equal to the product of the linear transformation of half

of the total number of slices, corresponding to the linear map across half the length of the

thick element. And following the rule for transforming the nonlinear terms, the H'nl(i)

are expressed at the center of the element by simply transforming the coordinates in the

H(x(si),y(si)), i.e. writing .r(.s,-) and y(s{) as a function of the coordinates at the center.
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The last step is to obtain a single non-linear Hamiltonian Ht using the CBH theorem:

IH1 = J2 <,(••)*>( + \ Y1 Y1[HUi), H'nl(})\<IsidSj + ... (3.16)

3.4.2. First order in CBH

The first term in the above expansion is simply the kick of the elementary slices

summed over all the slices or the main effect of the multipole, now expressed at the center

of the element. In the limit ds —> 0 the summation becomes an integral over the length

of the magnet:

L'2

^s^y(s'))ds^ I Hnl(x(s),y(s))ds (3.17)

-L/2

where H(s) is a function of the elementary coordinate functions x(s) and y(s). The

evolution of the elementary coordinate functions along the magnet is supposed known

from the linear matrix theory.

3.4.2.1. multipoles

For multipoles of order three and higher, i.e. without a quadrupole part, the linear

transport is that of a drift space; x(s) — xc + sx'c ; y(s) = yc + StJ1..

Taking the sextupole as an example the integral yields

H = !^L{xl - 3xcyc
2) + ^L3(xcx'c

2 - 2x'cycy'c - xcy'c\ ' (3.18)

The first term is the main sextupole effect for the magnet. The second term is a higher-

order effect in the length of the magnet and is typically smaller than the first one by a

factor [LlP)2. At the FFTB this factor is at least equal to 10~6. The second term can

be neglected in our case.
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3.4.2.2. quadrupoles

For quadrupoles, and all elements with a quadrupole component of strength K, the

linear transport is given, with <f>(s) — y/\K\s and for K > 0, by

x(s) = cosflKs) xc + sm<t>(s) x'

^ (3.19)
y(s) = coshes) yc + -=s inh</>(s) y'c

The role of x and y are exchanged for K < 0. For a pure quadrupole the integral yields :

TT 1 Ts T T i 2 1 / , sin<£- , 2 1 , ,

which can be rewritten

2H = \ K U [axX
2
c + ±bxx'c

2- ayy
2
c - ± by ^

For K < 0, one needs only exchange aa with ay as well as 6̂  with by.

The ax,bx,ay, by are corrections to the simple minded Hamiltonian for the quadrupole.

For most quadrupoles at the FFTB the phase <f> is of the order of 0.3 radians and the

following approximations are reasonably good: ax fa \.,ay fin 1 and bx as ^ , by « ^ .

The final quadrupoles are much stronger and have a phase of the order of one radian.

The following table lists the FFTB magnets by type and shows the values of the phase

and correction factors. Note that the final quadrupoles (QC2, QXl, QGl) are sufficiently

strong that there is a correction of about 10% to the thin-lens approximation chromaticity

calculation. Since the final quadrupoles also produce most of the chromaticity of the line,

one must take these corrections into account.
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quad, type

Q5

Q6

QAO

QAl

QA2

QNl

QN2

QN3

QMl

QM2

QM3

QTl

QT2

QT3

QT4

QC5

QC4

QC3

QC2

QXl

QCl

4> (rad.)

0.2058

0.1816

0.1050

0.2826

0.2111

0.3181

0.3216

0.2338

0.3216

0.3181

0.2338

0.3137

0.2871

0.3292

0.2231

0.2643

0.1727

0.1279

0.9509

0.2820

1.1535

ax

1.0035

0.9973

0.9991

0.9934

1.0037

0.9916

1.0087

0.9955

0.9914

1.0085

1.0046

0.9918

1.0069

0.9910

1.0042

1.0058

1.0025

1.0014

0.9280

1.0067

1.1185

-0.0035

0.0027

0.0009

0.0066

-0.0037

0.0084

-0.0087

0.0045

0.0086

-0.0085

-0.0046

0.0082

-0.0069

0.0090

-0.0042

-0.0058

-0.0025

-0.0014

0.0720

-0.0067

-0.1185

Uy

0.9965

1.0028

1.0009

1.0067

0.9963

1.0085

0.9914

1.0046

1.0087

0.9916

0.9955

1.0082

0.9932

1.0091

0.9959

0.9942

0.9975

0.9986

1.0788

0.9934

0.8963

by

0.0035

-0.0028

-0.0009

-0.0067

0.0037

-0.0085

0.0086

-0.0046

-0.0087

0.0084

0.0045

-0.0082

0.0068

-0.0091

0.0041

0.0058

0.0025

0.0014

-0.0788

0.0066

0.1037

Table 3.2. Correction factors to the first order Hamiltonians for the FFTB quadrupoles.
The factors are defined in the text and are dimensionless.

3.4.3. second-order in CBH

The second term in the expansion of the CBH theorem represents the interaction of

the main multipole term with itself; the effect of the kick produced by a given slice on

the kicks produced by the subsequent slices. It can also be replaced by integrals over the

length of the magnet:
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t=l j=i (O.ZZ)

L/2 L/2/

J ds I ds' [H(X(S)Ms)),H(x(s'),y(s'))}
-L/2

Note that the Poisson bracket can be developed and expressed in terms of the elementary

[x(s), X(S')] and [y(s), y(s'j\. In the case of multipoles of order three and higher for which

the linear transport is that of a drift, they are

(3.23)

The integral is then easily calculated and gives the long element effect in terms of the

coordinates at the center of the magnet.

Note that since this long-element Hamiltonian involves the calculation of a Poisson

bracket, its order is (2n - 2) if n is the original multipole order. The long sextupole term

His = KJ{ (-?c + Vc) ls of order four (octupole like) and its calculation is given in detail

in Appendix B.

In the case of the quadrupole and with A<£ = y/\K\(s' — s), K > 0, the elementary

Poisson brackets are written,

and [y(s), y'(s)] = —=== sinh A<j>.

(3.24)

The result of the double integral gives the so called second-order chromaticity, taking
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H(s) = %6(x(s)2 - y{s)2) and cf> = y/\R\ L:

L/2 1/2

\ j ds j ds'[^ 6 (X(S)2 - y(sf) , ̂  6 (x(s')2 - y(S')2)]
-1/2

L/2 L/2

1/2 «

2 « £ * _ S S ^ (3-25)
8 <p 20

x c ( l

j (-1+2cosh*-2

and assuming K > O. This can be rewritten

•2 { x2
c cx + x'l dx +y2cy+ y'l dy } (3.26)

The coefficients cx,dx,cy and ds are those of the second-order chromaticity terms in quad-

rupoles. For K < 0, one needs only exchange Cx with cy as well as dx with dy. The

coefficients are approximated for small <f> by cx ~ </>2/6, ^1 ~ — <£4/5!, cy ~ $2/6 and

rfy ~ — 4>*/5\. The effect is very small for most quadrupoles at the FFTB.

Note that the CBH expansion (3.16) contains terms that involve more Poisson brackets

which are therefore of even higher order. They are usually negligible but are accessible

through a simple extension of the formalism.

3.5. BEAM LINE ANALYSIS

3.5.1. First approach

The same methods using the similarity transformation, as a change of coordinates,

and the CBH theorem can be used to treat a beamline. Starting from the concatenation

of all the thick elements in the form of the product of alternatively linear and higher-

order transformations, the similarity transformation is applied successively to change the
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coordinates of all nonlinear terms and express them at a single common location, usually

the end of the line (IP). The total Hamiltonian Ht for the complete beamline is given by

e:H': = (Mi éHi: Mi) . . . (Mn_! e : * - i : Mn_x) (Mn ëH": Mn)

= (Mi eHi: M1) ... (Mn_! èH-i: Mn.xMnMn)ë
H'":

= (M1 e:Hi: M1) . . . Mn-IMn^MnMn e
:#«-»:

e
:*»: (3-27)

= M

with M = M1M1...MnMn = JJ"=1 M1? is the linear transformation for the entire line.

It is known from the linear design and is related, as seen above, to the usual linear R

matrices of the Transport formalism. The Hamiltonian H\ is the Hamiltonian of element i

transformed through M,- PIj=I+1 -^j » hence H[ is now expressed in terms of IP coordinates.

The second part contains the product of all the nonlinear transformations now collated

in one single location, the IP. The nonlinear optics of the entire line is expressed in terms of

one set of local coordinate functions. Successive applications of the CBH theorem to this

product of Lie transformations yields a single final Hamiltonian containing the information

on the nonlinear behavior of the whole line. The calculations are straightforward but

tedious after a couple of elements. The FFTB has over thirty different elements to take

into account.

This systematic method is one that can be automated easily and yields the total

nonlinear Hamiltonian of the line giving a picture of the aberration content of the op-

tics. While it is difficult with traditional matrix-based optics methods to get terms at

third n order and quasi impossible to get higher-order M terms, the method I described

can give results at practically any order although I will show later that it is not necessary

to go beyond fifth order in the case of the FFTB. The maximum order is limited only

by how far one carries the CBH expansion, provided the long elements effects have been

taken into account correctly.

These methods may then seem like the panacea for getting knowledge on the nonlinear

optics of accelerators. However since we are trying to carefully cancel harmful aberrations,

one is also interested in studying these cancellations in detail as well as looking at how

optical elements interact with each other. It might be possible to design better optics

using this information. To this end I need to tell exactly which aberration is coming

from which element or which combination of elements. Some fifth order aberrations that
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exist at the FFTB would certainly be detected with this method but the mechanism of

their appearance, in short the interaction of the central quadrupole in the CCY, with the

sextupoles around it, would be difficult to guess and possible correction nearly impossible

to invent with this method alone. Oide has identified these aberrations using a method

based on kicks on individual trajectories. I show in the next section how to easily calculate

them using Lie algebra techniques.

3.5.2. Looking for insight

There is a more powerful way to use these Lie algebra techniques, a methodology

that gives a lot more insight in the optics than the one I have described in the pre-

vious paragraph. Note that the two methods are certainly not exclusive but are more

complementary: the first one might detect a significant aberration in the total nonlinear

Hamiltonian, the second method will help in the careful, insightful study of it.

Let me recall here that the optics of final focus systems is based on the cancellation

by sextupoles of the chromaticity introduced by mostly the final quadrupoles. There are

five large chromatic sources: four sextupoles and the final quadrupoles. The sextupoles

are also sources of strong geometric aberrations.

In the method outlined above these strong Hamiltonians are mixed with weaker ones,

like the chromaticity of other quadrupolcs or the long-sextupole aberration. The approach

here is to select only the nonlinearitics I am interested in and consider the rest of the optics

as linear. I therefore treat only a chosen subset of the problem, allowing to treat one effect

at a time.

After that the analysis could follow exactly the approach presented in the previous

section: individual non-linear Hamiltonians are transformed (similarity transformations)

to a common reference point {e.g. the IP) where they are combined using the CBH the-

orem. Since we are looking at only a few terms, this can be done analytically and the

interplay of these terms is easily seen. There are other ways to do this refined analysis

and as an example I use, in the next two sections, the particular symmetry of the CCS

at the FFTB.

The Chromatic Correction Section indeed forms a self consistent section inside the

final focus. Its purpose being to ideally introduce a single term, the chromaticity needed

to cancel that of the final quadrupoles. The idea here is to treat the CCS as a beam line

by itself, reducing it to the now familiar form of a linear transformation ( - / ) and a global
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Hamiltonian containing all of its nonlinear terms. The entire line can then be built from

those reduced sections and other individual elements.

3.5.3. Geometries cancellation in the CCS

The Chromatic Correction Sections are at first order — / sections. That is they are

transparent for the linear optics. I consider now the CCS as a small beam line starting

at the first sextupole and ending at the second sextupole. The separation of the linear

transformation and the higher-order Hamiltonians is made using the second sextupole as

the reference location where all Hamiltonians will be transformed.

I choose to treat only the case of sextupolar aberrations in this section. All other ele-

ments within the CCS are considered linear, including the quadrupoles whose chromatic-

ity is here neglected. The Hamiltonian of a sextupole is, in the presence of horizontal

dispersion t) and expressed in local coordinates:

H3 = ^ ((x + tjS)3 - 3 ( s + rj6)y2)

? ^ t ^ (3-28)
= g]- (* - 3 V ) + — r}6 {xl -y1) + — rfS x + -^rf6

The second line in (3.28) shows the main geometric (H9 = |f (x3 — 3xy2)) and the main

chromatic (Hc — kf i]6 (x2 — y2)) aberrations introduced by the sextupole. I further limit

this study to these two terms. The two remaining terms in (3.28) are the second-order

dispersion and a purely chromatic term with no effect.

I can now represent the CCS, from sextupole center to sextupole center by the fol-

lowing sequence of transformations. Note that in local coordinates the aberrations of a

sextupole commute and I can reorder them. The goal of this transformation being of

course to separate the linear optics (—/) from the nonlinear terms:

= ( - / ) e:H°: (é-E*- éH>:) éH°: (3.29)

= (-/) e***--

Obviously the (—/) transforms Hc into Hc since it is an even term in x and y and the

dispersion is the same at both scxtupoles, while H9 goes into -H9 since it is an odd term

in x and y. The geometric aberrations simply vanish at the second sextupole and one is
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left with the sum of the chromaticities introduced by the sextupoles, since they obviously

commute. This is a well known result, the basis of chromaticiiy correction for final focus

systems.

This result has an important consequence for the analysis of the rest of the line. The

geometric aberrations having vanished locally there is no need to take them into account

for the building of the Hamiltonian of the whole line. There cannot be any direct effect of

the interaction between the sextupolc geometric aberrations and the chromaticity of the

final quadrupoles for example.

3.5.4. Fifth order aberrations

Other terms arise from the CCS if one considers a more extended model of it.
fool

Oide has shown that some fifth order aberrations originate in the "chromatic break-

down" of the - / : Due to the chromaticity of the quadrupoles inside the CCS, the - / is

only exact for on-momentum particles. The linear optics is slightly different for off-energy

particles. Therefore the chromatic and geometric aberrations they experience is different

from what I have shown in the previous section: The net chromatic kick is not exactly

twice that of a single scxtupole and the geometric aberrations are not strictly cancelled,

resulting in fifth order aberrations.

The model I choose to treat, here is that of the full CCS at the FFTB: Two sextupoles

separated by a —/ transformation made of five quadrupoles.

The first step is to combine the Hamiltonians representing the chromaticity for all

five quadrupoles into a single Hamiltonian (cf. second line in above figure). The reference

location I choose is the quadrupole at the center of the CCS. It is located exactly TT/2 from

either sextupole. The transformation is linear and is equivalent to a change of coordinates

in the individual Hamiltonians. Using the CBH theorem one builds the single Hamiltonian

Hq representing the total chromaticity of all the quadrupoles of the CCS. Expressed at

the center quadrupole, it is of the general form

Hq = 6(ax2 + bx'2 + cy2 + dy'2) (3.30)

where a, b, c and d are coefficients functions of the linear lattice in the CCS. Note that the

end quadrupoles, closest, to the sextupoles, contribute mostly to the b and d coefficients

while the center quadrupoles contribute essentially to a and c.
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Figure 3.1. The model and the method used for the study of the CCS. After linear
transport, shown in steps here, of all the elements into one location, the linear part of the
line, —/, is virtually extracted. One is left with the non-linear kicks. The sextupole geometric
kicks cancel and one is finally left with the chromaticity correction term, 2HC, and a fifth order
residual and inherent aberration.

Note that no term proportional to xx1 or yy' appear in this formula. Since the section

is symmetric the Hamiltonian is the same irrespective of the direction we use for the

calculation. This is equivalent to applying a time reversal for which x' is changed to — x'

and y' to — y'. No term of odd order in x' or y' can therefore appear.

The second step of this argument is very similar to the treatment of the geometries of

the CCS in the previous section: After linear transformation of the three "elements" to

the center of the second sextupole of the pair ( H'q is the transformed of Hg), the situation

is represented by the following product (cf. third line in above figure):

e-Hcc,-. _ (3.31)

The first similarity transformation gives

(3.32)

where

H'q

dHg

~b~x~
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After insertion of an identity, a second similarity transformation yields

e:Hcc,: _ (

If"
Hg

,X
OHg
dx

(-/) e". =

dHc
y dy 1 dx

where now

< = eH°- H"q

(3.35)

Equation (3.34) shows that I have separated the main effect of the CCS, the chro-

maticity correction with the Hamiltonian 2//c, from the effect of the —/ breakdown rep-

resented by H'q". The study of this Hamiltonian shows that it indeed contains fifth ordei

aberrations. Using (3.30) and the definition of H9 and H0 one can rewrite (3.35) as

H'q" = S(bx2 + a{x'-^{x2-y2) + ksrj6x)2 + dy2 + c (y' + ksxy + ksrjôy)2) (3.36)

The expansion of H'q" shows that the interaction of the quadrupole chromaticity with the

geometric aberrations from the sextupoles generates three fifth order aberrations: 6x4,

6y* and 6x2y2. The interaction of the quadrupole and sextupole chromaticities generates

6 x2 and 6 y2. There are also two cross terms: 6 .T3 and 6 xy2.

These fifth order aberrations are proportional to the a and c coefficients of (3.30),

themselves originating mainly from the center quadrupole. I have also neglected all the

terms in x' or y1 since the angles are typically orders of magnitude smaller than the

trajectory amplitudes at the FFTB sextupoles.

3.5.5. Other uses of this formalism

Having reduced the CCS under the form of a linear —/,a fifth order Hamiltonian and

the main chromaticity term, it is possible to insert it back into the FFTB beamline. Let

me take the following model for the whole line, assuming only one CCS:

e:H: = e:Hh: ^ : ^Hc: «,:*,:_ (3.37)

All Hamiltonians are expressed at the IP. The front-end of the line is modeled by the non-

linear Hamiltonian H)1 comprising the chromaticity of all elements from the beginning of

the line up to the CCS. The part from the CCS to the IP is in Ht and contains the very

strong chromaticity of the final quadrupoles. Note that Hf, is very small compared to Hf.
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The following transformation assumes that the chromaticity cancellation is perfect

(e:Hk:e:2Hc.etH,: _ Unity) and shows that the only remaining part in the total Hamiltonian

of the line are some higher (fifth) order effects:

eH' = eHh- eHil e:2Hcl e:H':

_ e:Hi. e:Hk: e:2Hc: ^.Ht: (3.38)

, F J l .

Note that H'5 has been transformed through Hf1, however since the front end of the line

contains very little chromaticity , the higher-order effects it could trigger combined with

the fifth order effects are expected to be negligible. In other words H'5 ~ H5. I will show

in the next chapter which are the conditions necessary for high order terms to become

significant.

There are, in conclusion, residual uncorrected fifth order aberrations at the FFTB.

The cause of these terms is in the CCS and has been shown to be the interaction of the

quadrupoles chromaticity with both the geometric and chromatic aberrations of the sex-

tupoles. Another significant term already mentioned is the fourth order long-sextupole

aberration. This has been established without any numerical calculation, simply by anal-

ysis of the structure of the beam line and i*s components.

A systematic analysis such as that presented earlier in this chapter would give a global

aberration picture of the line and would quantify the importance of these aberrations.

All the power of the Lie algebra methods I present is here, allowing both the detailed

and analytic expression of specific effects and their global sizing through the detailed

calculations element by element.

3.6. ERRORS AND OFFSETS

The previous sections showed how to treat a perfect line. I want to show here how

one can take into account different displacements and errors in beam-line elements.

The connection between the similarity transformation and the displacement of an

element is obvious:

e-drx':e.H(x,x',y,y'):e:d,x': _ e x p ( e - A * ' : f f ) (3.39)

* I assume here only one CCS in the line
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and

e-d*x':H = H(e-d*x>:x,x')
(3.40)

= H(x + dx,x')

The Hamiltonian is simply rewritten H(x + dx,x',y,y'). Recall that x stands for the

function representing the trajectory and dx is a constant.

The introduction of offsets in the Hamiltonian gives rise to new terms. The cor-

responding aberrations are of order lower than that of the main term, they are called

feed-down terms. For example the Hamiltonian of a horizontally displaced sextupole

shows two new terms. A second-order term proportional to dx(x
2 — y2) representing a

quadrupole effect and a first order term proportional to dxx representing some horizontal

steering. There is also a constant term that has no effect and is dropped here. In the

presence of lattice dispersion the same displacement also generates additional dispersion

(dxi]x and dxr)y), feed-down from the main chromaticity terms. This formalism actually

shows clearly that dispersion is a by-product of the chromaticity of a displaced element.

Feed-down terms of order two and one are not a part of the design and cannot be

included in the design linear optics of the line. They are therefore treated with the non-

linear Hamiltonians. The part of the optics that remains after the design linear optics

has been removed now comprises non-linear as well as feed-down terms and is called the

"rest". The methods outlined in this chapter are not specific to non-linear optics and can

accommodate these new terms.

It was possible to express the displacement formally as a similarity transformation

because it affects directly one of the coordinate functions. Other errors like strength

errors cannot be expressed in this way but can still be shown in the Hamiltonian by

directly changing th° constant: Kn —» Kn + AKn. There are now feed-down terms

generated by this error: an additional term with the same expression of the main term,

and superimposed onto it. Strength errors for quadrupoles are treated as an additional

quadrupole and are not treated in the design linear lattice.

Rotation errors and multipole content of an element can be represented as additional

Hamiltonians inserted at the same location as the element. In the case of rotation error

(<f>), the Hamiltonian of the affected element is also subject to a strength error by reduction

of the nominal strength K —> K cos <f>.

It is of course now possible to study the effect on the optics of a single error in the
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line. The calculation of tolerances for the FFTB has been done using these methods.

They are the object of chapter 5 of this thesis.

Note finally that the displacement of a section or even the whole line can be studied

by inserting the corresponding Hamiltonian in equation (3.39), leading to the calculation

of tolerances for the section or, in the case of the whole line, to incoming beam tolerances.

3.7. CONCLUSION

This chapter has taken us from the general formulation of the electromagnetic Hamil-

tonian to the ability to analyze the optical effects in a beamline with great selectivity. The

key points are the use of the similarity transformation and the CBH theorem. The sim-

ilarity transformation allows us to change the coordinates of a given Hamiltonian which

leads to the possibility to separate the linear and nonlinear optics. It is also helpful in

the handling of compensation mechanism such as that of the geometries in the CCS. The

combination of remaining Hamiltonians is handled by the CBH theorem.

The same method can be applied from within a single element to obtain the Hamilto-

nian that takes into account the length effects, considering a subset, of the line to locally

eliminate some aberrations from the calculation as in the treatment of the CCS, or at the

level of the whole line to get the global picture of the aberration content of the line.

The similar treatment applied to the single element and the whole beamline shows

how scalable these tools are. This is of great help in the understanding of the optics and

will ultimately prove very helpful for the building of a computer code based on them.

The introduction of errors has been mentioned in the last section and I now turn in

the next two chapters to an analysis of the aberration content and the tolerances for the

FFTB using the now complete set of tools using Lie algebra.



4. Aberrations at the FFTB

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Using the tools and methods developed in chapter 2 and 3,1 analyze here the aberra-

tion content of the FFTB optics. The order of an aberration is to be understood in this

chapter as the order of the corresponding monomial in the Hamiltonian. Therefore a third

order aberration corresponds to a second order optical effect as defined in the Transport

formalism, represented there by an entry in the T matrix.

After a few remarks on the classification and the number of aberrations we have to

consider, I show how one can apply a few simple arguments to find whether the effect

of a given aberration can be important or on the contrary is negligible. This will allow

us to effectively analyze only the important aberrations. Then I turn to the systematic

analysis of all the important aberration terms at up to fifth order for the FFTB.

Remember that by nature Lie algebra acts on functions, not on coordinates like map-

ping or matrix tools. All references to "coordinates" in the frame of Lie algebra should

therefore be understood as "coordinate functions". Let me also recall that I am using

here three different sets of coordinate functions. The usual set {x,x',y,i/} refers to the

local coordinate functions in a given beamline element. The usual coordinates at the

IP are noted {x*,x'*,y*,y'*}. Finally the set of reduced coordinate functions, or "bar

coordinates", is defined by the linear transformation:

(4-1)

and the corresponding formulas for the other plane. The Hamiltonian is unchanged by

this scaling. Note that although I denote the conjugates of the position functions as px

and fy they are not momenta. The position and angle functions defined by (4.1) are both

in units of square root meters ([L]1/2).

The fifth general coordinate is the momentum deviation of the particle 6 = E - ^ -

Since I do not consider acceleration or radiation effects in this study, 6 is a constant. Its

conjugate, the time of flight, is not critical at the FFTB so the set of coordinate functions

we use for the rest of this chapter is {x,px,y,py,6}.
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4.2. CLASSIFICATION

Chapter 3 showed how to "remove" the first optical order from the problem of ana-

lyzing the optics with Lie algebra based techniques. This manipulation implies that all

Hamiltonians describing individual elements are now expressed at the IP as polynomials

in the set of {x,px,y,py,6}.

The aberrations arising from the CBH combination of individual non-linear Hamil-

tonians, including the element length effects, exist in the line by design and I classify

them as "inherent aberrations". They can be corrected, often by the insertion of specific

correction lenses in the line. One purpose of final focus systems is to eliminate all such

design aberrations that can affect the spot sizes at the IP. The largest is the chromaticity

introduced by the quadrupoles. This goal can be summarized by jp£ = 0 and QM- = 0 if

H is the total non-linear Hamiltonian of the system.

In practice a beamline cannot be built exactly to design and we have to consider what

the consequences of errors are on the aberrations, as well as on the linear optics. Errors

(displacement, strength error, rotation) can be expressed as additional Familtonians in

the line, some of them at first and second order as seen in chapter 3. The consequence

is that we now find, when combining the Hamiltonians, some terms at first and second

order as well as new terms at higher order. I call these aberrations that arise because of

errors in the line "induced aberrations". The study of the induced aberrations is really a

problem of tolerances and is the subject of the next chapter. I will however mention some

of them in the present chapter.

4.3. NUMBER OF ABERRATIONS

4.3.1. Symplecticity

Before looking at the precise number of aberrations we have to investigate, it is in-

teresting to make a comparison with the number of entries in the matrices representing

the optics in the Transport formalism. The matrices must obey the symplectic condition

which specifies some relations between matrix elements. For a 2n x In linear matrix (il)

the symplecticity condition is written

R7JR = J. (4.2)
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where the matrix J

is built using the two nxn matrices: (/) identity or unit matrix and (0) the null matrix.

It can be shown that for 2 x 2 matrices the symplectic condition is written: Deti? = 1.

At higher orders the relation between matrix elements can also be seen starting from

the Hamiltonian representation of the optics: As stated by Hamilton's equations, any

non-zero derivative of H with respect to one of the x,px,y,py represents a change in

the conjugate variable, and therefore an aberration. The same Hamiltonian can then

represent several optical aberrations and they are related to each other. For example

consider the third order geometric aberration H = Cx pxpy. There are three non-zero

derivatives and three matrix elements generated by this Hamiltonian, together with two

relations: T\u = T224 = T312. The three matrix elements constrained by two relations

are of course equivalent to one coefficient (C) in the Hamiltonian.

The higher the order, the more relations one has to take into account, and it follows

that a "catalog of aberrations" using Lie algebra methods requires less terms to keep track

of, as compared to the Transport notation and methods, and there is no need to carefully

establish the dependencies between the different optical aberrations in the matrices.3*

4.3.2. Numbers

In order to evaluate the number of aberrations at a given order, one can naively start

with the idea that all the possible monomials associated with geometric aberrations at

order n are in the polynomial Gn = (x + px + y + Py)
n• The chromatic terms at order n

are added to this collection by taking the product of the energy deviation 6 with all the

aberrations (chromatic and geometric) at order n — 1. At order n the Kst of all possible

aberrations is then given, in the form of a polynomial by the recursive equation showing

the separation between geometric and chromatic terms:

+ nI
(4.4)

with H0 = 1

The number of all the monomials in the expansion of nv variables at all orders up

to no is Nm = (""+"y. At order up to five and for five variables we get a total of

* the coefficients of this polynomial do not hold any special meaning here; they are just coming from
the expansion and can be ignored.
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252 mathematically possible terms. This seems like an impressive number if we want to

calculate those terms by hand but there are some arguments to reduce this number to a

more manageable level.

4.3.3. Significant terms

The first argument depends on the optical structure of final focus systems with the

characteristic phase advance pattern; most elements are located (TT/2 + rnr) away from

the IP.

Expressed in local coordinates the aberrations we are looking at, coming from the po-

tential part of the Hamiltonian, are expressed as polynomials in the {x, y, 6} coordinates.

Upon linear transformation to the IP, the coordinates are transformed according to

x —» ax + bpx and y —> ay + bpy. The phase pattern however ensures that a/b =

cotg A<£ «C 1 and it is therefore sufficient to consider the leading term in px. In other

words an aberration xn in local coordinates is transformed into the px
n at the IP and

we can neglect the other terms {px"~l x,...). The only significant chromatic terms for

example are px
26 and py

26 which happen to be corrected at the IP. The x px 6 and y Px 6

are negligible.

This argument greatly reduces the potential number of aberration one has to inves-

tigate. In fact we can define the Cn polynomials analogous to the Gn defined above but

expressed in the set of {px,p~yJ>}. This now gives a total number of 56 aberrations to be

studied at order up to five.

There is finally the case of the two elements at the center of the two CCS which

are "in phase" with the IP, more exactly nir away from the IP. Aberrations from these

quadrupoles are expressed at the IP as functions of the x and y coordinate functions

(H(x,y)). Since they are of order zero in the px and py functions their Poisson bracket

with these functions are identically zero ([H(x,y),x] = [H(x~,y),y] = 0) and there is no

effect from these terms on the spot size at the IP. One might argue that the next leading

term, in this case xpx 6 and y py 6, do affect the spot size. However their coefficients are

smaller than that of the main terms by a factor a/b >• 1 and they are negligible.

The only remaining concern for these two elements is their possible interaction with

other aberrations coming from elements at the other phase, sextupoles for example, as

this can lead to higher order effects.
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The second argument to reduce the number of term is the further removal of terms

that do not have an effect on the beam size at the IP. We are already working with the G'n

polynomials so the only remaining such terms are the purely chromatic £". The conjugate

of the energy deviation is the time of flight coordinate but since the bunch length is not

a critical issue at the FFTB we will simply drop these chromatic terms (6 terms at order

up to 5).

Finally there are a few terms at lower order that we have to consider despite the

first argument given above. The first order H = X and if = y for example represent the

angular steering of the beam at the IP. They are not too critical for the FFTB where

this effect is largely dominated by the dispersion correction scheme. Also two geometric

terms Tpx and ypy must be included. These terms are difficult to produce within the

FFTB for the reasons exposed above but they could be present in the form of correlations

in the incoming beam. They represent a /3-function mismatch at the IP. The leading

terms P1
2 and py

2 represent a motion of the waist or a-function mismatch at the IP. The

Beta-Matching section at the entrance of the line will correct for these "aberrations".

Finally the count of the aberrations to be studied comes to 54 terms compared to the

252 we previously envisioned. And this number is only the number of possible terms, the

number of actual aberrations involved is certainly lower.

4.4. SUMMARY

Before turning to the systematic study of the FFTB aberrations the following table

shows a summary of the situation. At first and second order we have only induced

aberrations. At higher orders the distinction can be made between the geometries and

the chromatics. Recall that the chromatics can be built from the aberrations at one order

lower times the momentum deviation 6. The geometric aberrations introduced at order

n correspond to the 2n-multipole principal term and all its variations (cf. the polynomial

Gn above).

I have mentioned in broad terms the main aberration or the main source for each

entry above. For example quadrupole under the term C?2 means not only the normal

quadrupole aberrations (strength error, etc.) but also the skew quadrupole terms. The

geometric term G^ comes from dccapolar fields and should not be present at the FFTB

as will be shown later in this chapter. In the case of chromatic terms I quote only the
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order 1

steering

G\

2

quadrupole

G'2

dispersion

G\ I

3

sextupole

G',

chromaticity

C2 6

C1 f

4

long sextupole

G1*

second order chrom.

C3I

C2 t
C1 f

5

?

G',

chromatic breakdown

C4 6

C3 f
G2 f
C11

Table 4.1. The classification of aberrations at the FFTB up to fifth order in the Hamil-
tonians. The Gn are polynomial at order n representing the geometric aberrations only. The
source or the main effect for these aberrations is also mentioned at each order for both the
geometries and the chromatics. The geometric fifth-order terms figure in this table since they
are mathematically possible at this point; The analysis will show that none of these terms can
appear.

dominant aberration at each order. The following discussion now details these aberration

term by term.

4.5. FIRST AND SECOND ORDER

The linear, first and second order, design lattice of the line has been removed already

so that the aberrations listed in this section are all induced, appearing only because of

errors and misalignments.

At first order we have to consider not only the P3. and py terms which represent the

steering of the beam at the IP, but also the x and y terms representing the angular

steering. The angle of the beam at the IP is not very important at the FFTB since we

have a one-beam experiment. In a real collider like the SLC where both beams share part

of the machine this is an important parameter. At the NLC with separate exit channels

for the spent beams, this parameter is not so important in the point of view of the optics.

It is however a cause of luminosity degradation and potential source for high backgrounds

as experienced at the SLC and therefore should not be neglected.

At the FFTB we have correctors close to the final quadrupoles in order to steer the

beam at the IP, or control the px and py terms. The angular steering terms will be

dominated by the dispersion control mechanism.
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The number of geometric effects to consider at second order is also increased with

respect to the rules laid out in the previous sections: On top of the three terms representing

the waist motion and the principal coupling term (first three lines in table 4.2), I have

added two terms representing the change of ^-function at the IP. Finally two chromatic

terms are present and can be built from the first order geometries times the energy

deviation. They represent the dispersion terms.

monomial

Px2

Py2

PxPy

X py

V Px

Pj

Py6

status

quadrupole

quadrupole

coupling

negligible

negligible

dispersion

dispersion

origin

quad, strength

or sext. Horiz. offset

quad, rotation or sext. V offset

quad, offset

or dipole strength

Table 4.2. Catalog of the second order aberrations at the FFTB. The terms shown as
negligible should not appear at the FFTB IP. They are beta-matching terms and should be
treated in the appropriate section at the head of the beamline.

Let me now detail the origin and cure for these aberrations.

The leading geometric terms (Jo3.
2, py

2 and pxpy) are caused by strength errors in

quadrupoles, rotation of quadrupoles or offsets in sextupoles. The first two are /3-matching

terms, the last one is a coupling term.

The px
2 term for example represents a motion of the waist away from the nominal

focal point; its effect is to introduce here correlations between x and px or to tilt the phase

ellipse. In terms of twiss parameters it is a change of the a-function. The x px term on

the other hand changes the widths of the distributions without affecting the orientation of

the ellipse. This is interpreted as a change of the /^-function in the corresponding plane.

The /^-matching section (BM) and a skew quadrupole in the final transformer correct

for these effects at the FFTB. The two terms x~px and ypy are small per the argument of

the preceding sections, although they could arise from a mismatched beam at the entrance

of the line. They can be corrected in the BM section.
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The main coupling term prpy is corrected by placing a skew quadrupole in the

dispersion-free region of the FT where both /^-functions are high. The next two terms for

coupling (x Py and pxy) correspond to a rotation of the beam in physical x — y space but

are small as we have shown.

They too can appear however in the incoming beam although, as mentioned in chapter

1, it is expected that they will be small. Note that even in the BM section there is no

location where we could place skew quadrupole to control this rotation of the beam in

phase space efficiently.

The second order chromatic effects can be obtained by multiplying all the first order

terms by I. Only two significant terms appear here: the dispersion in both planes. This

induced effect appears from offsets in quadrupoles, or other multipolesor if dipoles depart

from their nominal setting. Generally dispersion arises whenever the beam is offset in a

chromatic element. It is easy to see this by calculation of the similarity transformation

e-:dxx':e:He:e:dtx': w n e r e Jj^ j s the chromaticity Hamiltonian. Of course, as shown in

chapter 2, this is equivalent to intuitively replacing the function x by the function x + dx

in Hc.

Following this remark, dispersion correction can be applied by intentionally creating

an orbit offset in a region with high chromaticity quadrupoles. At the FFTB we use

this technique in the final triplet, creating a bump with maximum offset at the final

quadrupoles and zero position offset, but some angular offset, at the IP. Large amounts

of incoming or internally generated dispersion can be corrected using this technique; the

equivalent of seven sigmas at the IP for the FFTB.

These second order terms are all induced effects and we can see that after careful

analysis we have to really worry about five of them: two for the motion of the waists, one

coupling term and dispersion in both planes.

4.6. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Before embarking for the third and higher orders, let me outline here the general

approach one might use for this kind of systematic studies. The mechanism can be

divided in three steps.

• The background lattice

Consider first a lattice containing only simple bending magnets and quadrupoles. I

first suppose that the chromaticity of any given quadrupole is not too strong. The study
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of the aberrations introduced here is simple as we can limit ourselves to the first order of

the expansion of the CBH theorem when combining elements together. In other words

there is no need to consider the interactions between elements, the sum of the different

Hamiltonians is sufficient to represent the beamline. At this point most of the aberrations

present are induced; They are mostly a first and second order problem as will be outlined

in chapter 5.

Table 4.3 lists the aberrations that can possibly be present in the line according to

this model, separated in inherent and induced terms.

monomial

Px

Py

Px2

Py2

PxPy

PxS

Pv1

PX
2'à

Py2S

status

induced

induced

induced

induced

induced

induced

induced

inherent

inherent,

origin

dipole setting, quad offset

dipole rotation, quad offset

quad setting error

(idem)

quad rotation

quad offset, dipole setting

quad offset, dipole rotation

quadrupoles

qiiadrupoles

Table 4.3. The aberrations arising from the presence of the background lattice. The only
higher order term is the chromaticity of the quadrupoles.

• Chromaticity correction

If we now assume that we have to worry about the very strong final quadrupoles, let us

add to this picture two pairs of sextupoles in a dispersive region. They have to be placed

and set so that their geometric effects cancel and the total chromaticity of the line is zero

in both planes. This can be achieved by looking at the simple sum of the Hamiltonians,

in other words there are still no interactions between elements in this picture. This is

the work realized by most matrix based optics code that perform a "matching" of the T

matrix to cancel a few terms.

Since the high chromaticity terms are laid out in view of this cancellation, they are all

located at the same phase with respect to the IP. In other words, their Poisson brackets

vanish and they cannot generate higher order terms.
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• Interactions

Since the background lattice and the large terms themselves cannot generate higher

order effects, it has to be their interactions that trigger those unwanted aberrations.

Let me first mention a general rule that is obvious when considering the Poisson

bracket. The interaction of two Hamiltonians of order n and m respectively gives, through

the Poisson bracket, a Hamiltonian of order n + m — 2.

This simple rule shows for example that the cross terms between the sextupole ge-

ometries and a quadrupole chromaticity are of order (3 + 3 - 2 = 4) or octupole-like.

Similarly, in order for a given Hamiltonian to trigger lower order terms, one has to take

its Poisson bracket with a term of order one to effectively "degrade" the resulting order.

Since it is the interaction of those large terms with the background lattice that gen-

erates the unwanted higher order aberrations, the number and importance of such higher

order terms is limited by the number and importance of the large terms present in the

first place.

In particular once we have shown the presence of a new term coming from this Poisson

bracket interaction, we could in principle take again the Poisson, bracket of this new term

with other elements and generate even higher order terms. But since this new term has

for coefficient the product of the coefficients of its generators and one of them is not large,

the resulting aberration is not expected to have a very significant effect. However this

moderate effect could, if coupled to a very strong third term generate another moderate

effect but at even higher order.

But obviously there has to be an end to this argument since there are only a limited

number of very strong elements in this lattice, mostly the four sextupoles and the final

quadrupoles.

With these essential ideas laid out, let me turn back to the systematic study of the

FFTB lattice.

4.7. THIRD ORDER

The only significant sources of third order geometric aberrations at the FFTB are

sextupoles. For this reason they arc placed in pairs separated by a —/ module as shown in

chapter 1 and 3. There are no third order geometric aberrations remaining at the IP. They

cannot inherently appear from interactions between elements since we have removed the
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linear optics, second order, already. They can appear if induced by a detuned quadrupole

inside the —/ modules. The tolerances are estimated in the next chapter.

Third order chromatic aberrations are built from the aberrations at second order

times <5. The main terms are of course the chromaticities in both planes, px
26 and py

26,

arising in quadrupoles as well as sextupoles located in a dispersive region. Chromaticity

correction at the FFTB ensures that these terms vanish.

A careful study of the aberration picture at the FFTB shows that the above statement

about the chromaticity terms vanishing is not true for the horizontal plane. There is

some residual horizontal chromaticity at the IP. This is needed to achieve the maximum

bandwidth and is found using a computer-based optimization. Since the chromaticity

alone would reduce the bandwidth, this shows that there must be one or more other

terms which are not exactly cancelled and whose effect counteracts to some extent that

of the chromaticity term.
_2

A likely candidate is the so-called second-order dispersion px6 which appears from

the chromaticity of a quadrupole placed in a dispersive region. The main chromaticity

term is, in local coordinates, x26 where x is really the transverse displacement of the

particle which is composed of a geometric as well as a dispersive part. Changing x into

x + rj6 in this chromatic term reveals the second-order dispersion. This term is small but

not negligible. Since there is no vertical dispersion in the line, there cannot be a vertical

second-order dispersion term. The following shows the value of the dispersion function

across the energy bandwidth at the FFTB, clearly revealing the second as well as third

order dispersion.

Note that there is some linear dispersion present at the IP according to this graph.

The beamline used to obtain this data was an early version (FFTB68) and was not exactly

matched. The contribution of this dispersion pattern to the IP spot size is only 0.01 [i2

or an increase of the horizontal spot size of about 0.5%. The vertical spot size is not

affected.

This second order dispersion is indeed the only inherent third order aberration in the

FFTB design. All other aberrations are cancelled or simply do not appear. Note finally

that this aberration is inherent to the design of the FFTB and cannot be eliminated.

In other designs by K. Brown and R. Helm, this effect is cancelled by adding to the

symmetry of the system. The formation of 2n modules for the CCS in the Brown-Helm

design allows for the suppression of the BX section, so that the CCS are the only sections
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Horizontal dispersion at the IP
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Figure 4.1. Horizontal dispersion at the FFTB IP across the energy bandwidth of the
line. The slope at the origin indicates a second-order dispersion term while the curvature shows
a third-order dispersion effect.

with non-zsro horizontal dispersion. Inside the CCS all the quadrupoles are paired with a

—/ transform in between and the same dispersion function at both quadrupoles. Each pair

of quadrupoles locally cancel the second order dispersion and the net effect disappears.

This is essentially the case at the v FTB inside the CCS. Outside the CCS however every

quadrupole in a dispersive region contributes to the second-order dispersion.

The suppression of this term using the symmetry of Brown-Helm allows for a simpler

optics design where one does not have to rely on a cancellation of two different effects

to achieve the desired momentum bandwidth. The number of elements is higher and the

overall length is increased however, one reason why this design was not chosen for the

FFTB in the first place. It seems that final focus systems for the next generation of linear

colliders would benefit from a more symmetric design, allowing the total cancellation of

all inherent third order aberrations.
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4.8. FOURTH ORDER

There are no octupole or higher order multipole at the FFTB so geometric «fourth

order effects have to arise from interactions. The only possibility is the interaction of two

sextupolar geometric effects. More exactly it is the effect of the length of the sextupoles

that appears here. This effect has already been discussed in chapter 1 and is described

in detail in appendix B. Since it is exactly of octupolar form it could be easily corrected

by the insertion of an octupole in the final tranformer for example. The effect is small

enough however that we have decided not to implement the correction.

The skew octupole terms on the other hand cannot appear at the FFTB, except as

induced by multipole errors in quadrupoles or other magnets.

In principle a fourth order geometric effect could also arise from the interaction of two

different sextupoles but since they are placed in pairs at the FFTB, such an interaction is

impossible. Another possibility would be the feed-down of a decapolar field in conjunction

with a first order steering effect, effectively steering the beam off-axis in the decapole. But

there are no such magnets at the FFTB.

Fourth order chromatic aberrations are a little more complicated. There are several

potential sources:

• Quadrupole-Quadrupole interaction

The chromaticities of two quadrupoles located at different phases can trigger a term

of the form \px
27), X2I] = -4pxx~l> but due to the presence of the x this effect is expected

to be small. This new term is a variation of the second-order chromaticity term P1
2^ .

The same term in the other plane appears also.

• Quadrupole-Sextupole interaction

The same effect can appear from the interaction of a quadrupole with' the chromaticity

of the sextupoles, with the same comment on the strength.

Actually this result is obvious when one considers the treatment of the CCS using

similarity transformation presented in chapter 3. Equation (3.36) shows five fourth order
—2 —2

terms arising in the CCS: xpx 6 and ypy6 have already been identified. Also appearing

are the interactions with the sextupole geometric aberrations: ~x p2 £, x p2 I and
V Px Py *•

But following arguments presented earlier in this chapter, the effects of these fourth

order aberrations will be small owing to the fact that they all contain &xory component.
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4.9. FIFTH ORDER

As I recalled in the preceding paragraph, the whole CCS has already been treated in

chapter 3 and equation (3.36) showed already the apparition of the fifth order aberrations.

They are all important in the sense that none of them contains a x or y factor.

The other way to see those aberrations appear is to consider the fourth order aberra-

tions of the preceding section and write their Poisson brackets with the strong chromatic

aberrations of the final quadrupoles.

The two treatments are of course equivalent and correspond to two different ways

to take the chromaticity into account. From the source point of view with the final

quadrupoles or from the correction point of view with the analysis of the CCS.

Of course we have no decapoles at the FFTB and therefore no geometric fifth order

aberrations are present.

4.10. HIGHER ORDER

In order to get even higher order effects, we need to identify another strong source

of aberrations. However the fifth order we have just described already takes into account

all the large aberrations at the FFTB: the sextupoles and the final quadrupoles with the

central quadrupoles of the CCS. There is just no possible combination that would give a

sizable aberration of order higher than five in this line. Of course it is in theory possible

to get very high order terms given a sufficient number of aberrations at third and higher

order and these terms certainly exist in the case of the FFTB if one takes into account the

exact phase advance of all the elements. However the precise phase advance adjustment

required for the chromaticity correction and to avoid the geometric aberrations form the

sextupoles is enough to guarantee that these terms at order higher than fivcare minuscule,

by ensuring that the large terms are in the right location, at the "right phase".

4.11. CONCLUSION

This chapter has exposed the approach made at the FFTB in order to evaluate the

aberration content of the line. Some important results have been given, both for the

FFTB and in view of a NLC:

At third order, the imperfect symmetry of the FFTB leaves the second order horizontal

dispersion term uncorrected. I have mentioned that a solution to this problem is to adopt
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a higher symmetry lattice using 2ir modules for the CCS and suppress the non-symmetric

parts of the line: the dispersive parts of the Beta-Matching and the Final Transformer as

well as the Beta Exchange section.

This would allow the correction of all inherent third order terms. At fourth order the

long-sextupole aberration seems impossible to avoid. The correction of this aberration

could be done with an additional octupole corrector. Other fourth order aberrations could

be suppressed if we could change the linear lattice in order to avoid having a quadrupole

placed at the wrong phase with respect to other elements. This would also suppress the

fifth order terms. It is interesting to see that to some extent the high-order aberration

content of the line is so much dominated by the linear lattice. The same is true for

tolerances which we will consider in the next chapter.



5. Stability Tolerances.

5.1. Tolerance Budget.

We have chosen a criterion for the allowed increase in spot size from the FFTB

aberrations. Since we expect about five aberrations in each plane and the experience with

measuring small spots at the interaction point of the SLC shows that it is possible to

measure a relative change of 10% in the size of the beam, the maximum allowed increase

per aberration is set at 2%. We believe, following recent SLC experience, that with the

ability to detect a 10% change in the spot size it is possible to tune out an aberration

down to the 2% level.

This 2% IP spot size increase criterion, with OQ the nominal spot size and ACT the

contribution of some aberration, can be expressed as

(CT2
O + (Aa)2)1'2 < 1.02 CT0 (5.1)

which translates into

Aa < I (T0 (5.2)
5

It is convenient to apply a linear transformation to the preceding formula back to

the location where the aberration appears, i.e. where the kick occurs, which leads to an

equivalent condition to the 2% criterion:

(Ax')rma < \ox. (5.3)

Now the coordinates are local and we compare an RMS value of the kick to the local

divergence of the beam.

In terms of Hamiltonians, a kick is the action of a Hamiltonian on the coordinates of

the particle through the Lie transformation: e'H:x' = x' + [H,x'] + ... = x' + [Ax') + ...

Therefore if the Hamiltonian form of an aberration is known, one can derive the condition

ensuring that this aberration does not enlarge the spot size by more than 2% of the linear

value.
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At the FFTB the total beam size growth above design is then expected to be 8% in

the horizontal plane (4 contributing terms) and 14% in the vertical plane (7 contributing

terms). In the following discussion we will quote tolerances according to this 2% criterion

for individual elements. However as different elements can contribute to the same aber-

ration and if one assumes that their departures from design are not correlated, one must

combine their tolerances in quadrature to find the tolerance for this group, tg, which give

a 2% increase in spot size:

(5.4)

where U is the 2% tolerance for each individual element. We also refer to tg as the RMS

tolerance for the group.

We usually separate the elements into two or more sets from most sensitive to least

sensitive, and can allocate a fraction of the 2% budget to each group, the largest fraction to

the most sensitive group. Within each group, g, we can then calculate an RMS tolerance

for the group, tg according to

1 1 1
(5.5)

where fg is the fraction of the 2% allocated to this group.

5.2. Steering.

Our tolerances on steering permit beam centroid motion at the interaction point to

be one standard deviation of the horizontal and vertical distributions i.e. we allow the

spot to move by Ax* « <r* and Ay* « a*.

This criterion is different from the one quoted above and would clearly not be sufficient

for a collider where the beams could miss each other by too much. However at the FFTB

we have only one beam and the Orsay Beam Size Monitor " is insensitive to the position

of the beam at the IP. Other methods such as the Laser-Compton monitor proposed by

T. Shintake (KEK) or the liquid wires developed by F. Villa (SLAC) are sensitive to the

spot position at the IP and a movement of no more than a fifth of the spot size should

be allowed. The scaling of tolerances for steering aberrations is linear.

The expansion of the quadrupole Hamiltonian, in the presence of a displacement

dx, Hq = \ kq ((x + dx)
2 - v2), gives the Hamiltonian of the "steering aberration":
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Hst = kqdxx and the corresponding kick [Hst,x'\ = kqdx giving the condition kqdx < ay>

or

d* < ±Jf (5-6)
Kq y pXq

and similarly

1 / f..
(5.7)

The individual tolerances are presented on figure 5.1 for the horizontal plane and

figure 5.2 for the vertical plane. Ignoring for now the final lenses (QC2, QXl, QCl and

FQ on the graphs) the tolerances range from 1 to 10 microns in the horizontal plane

and from 0.5 to 5 microns in the vertical. Note that the two quadrupoles located at the

midpoints of the two CCS have loose tolerances due to their phase relations (nir) with the

IP. Taking the RMS value as defined above for these tolerances the RMS tolerances for all

quadrupoles except the final triplet are 0.75 microns and 0.2 microns for the horizontal

and vertical planes respectively.

The case of the final quadrupole triplet can be treated separately as these lenses are

strongly tied together 3 and the dominant motion will be one of all quadrupoles moving

in the same direction and by the same amount.

A very simple model of this final triplet is that of a non-realistic single optical lens

focusing a parallel beam in both planes. The tolerances on the motion of the lens is then

equal to the criterion we choose, in other words a given movement of the final lens moves

the beam by the same amount at the focus ((dx)fq « a* and (dy)jq « <r*). This simple

model gives estimates for the tolerances on the final quadrupoles motions of the order of

1 micron and 60 nanometers for the FFTB.

A more detailed calculation uses the fact that steering is a linear effect and one can

simply sum, or actually integrate, the effects of all three lenses when displaced by the

same amount:

Ax* = I ds kq{s) dx ^px(S)Px* s i n A ^ * = j ds kq(s) dx R£* (5.8)

and a similar expression for the other plane. The tolerances for the final quadrupoles

taken as a single unit arc extremely close to those obtained through the simple model

above or dx < l/.t and dy < QOnm.
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Figure 5.1. Horizontal steering tolerances at the FFTB, in meters. These values for
individual elements stability tolerances correspond to a steering of one sigma of the beam dis-
tribution at the IP. The value quoted for the final quadrupoles taken as a single lens (FQ)
correspond to the simple minded optical model mentioned in the text, approximating the final
lenses to a parallel-to-point focusing system.

The steering tolerances are indeed very tight but it should be emphasized that at least

one of the foreseen method of determining the spot size at the FFTB, the Orsay BSM, is

insensitive to the beam position. The Compton-Laser spot size monitor will be attached

directly to the final quadrupole support table so motion of the final lenses should not

affect it either. Excluding the final doublet we expect that the spot position at the IP

will be dominated by the beam jitter from the linac. We have the ability at the FFTB to

control this position jitter at the level of one fifth of the spot size by means of a feedback

system after the end of the linac. Slower drifts of the spot position at the IP can be

controlled by feedback using a pair of air-core correctors close to the final quadrupoles.
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Vertical Steering Tolerances
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Figure 5.2. Vertical steering tolerances at the FFTB, in meters. These values for individ-
ual stability tolerances correspond to a steering of one sigma of the beam distribution at the IP.
The value quoted for the final quadrupoles taken as a single lens (FQ) correspond to the simple
minded optical model mentioned in the text.

5.3. Dispersion.

Dispersion arises from an offset of the beam in quadrupoles and is a consequence of

the chromaticity of the quadrupole. The Hamiltonian of a quadrupole including chromatic

effects is Hq = \-£fa(x2+y2) = \kq{.. .-x26+y26+...) with the second form showing only

the chromaticity terms. In the presence of a displacement dx, the Hamiltonian becomes

Hq = \kq{... - x26 — 2dxx6 + . . . ) , which shows the dispersive term Hd = kqdxx6.

The 2% criterion is then written kqdx(x6)rms < \ax- or, since there are no more

correlations between the geometric part of the position of the particles and their energies,

<
1

O Kn amis
(5.9)
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Horizontal Alignment Tolerances
(dispersion and normal quad, effects)
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Figure 5.3. Horizontal alignment tolerances at the FFTB, in meters. These values in-
clude the effect of dispersion both created directly and as a consequence of the orbit oscillation
launched by a displaced quadrupoie. Also included is the normal quadrupole effect induced by
a horizontal offset in sextupoles. This second effect dominates the tolerances for sextupolcs and
the elements within both CCS.

5.3.1. Final quadrupoles

Under the same model of a single lens focusing parallel to point, we have kq ~ j the

inverse focal length of the system and the above expression can be approximated by

-=—ol
5 ar

(5.10)

Note that even the formula (5.9) above is only an approximation of the correct, ex-

pression because the Hamiltonian we considered in the first place is a kick approximation

and does not take into account the thick lens effects which are particularly important for

the final quadrupoles. Taking this into account one gets

dx < r 4 ~ ^ (5-11)
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Figure 5.4. Vertical alignment tolerances at the FFTB, in meters. These values include the
effect of dispersion both created directly and as a consequence of the orbit oscillation launched
by a displaced quadrupole. Also included is the skew quadrupole effect induced by a vertical
offset in sextupoles. This second effect dominates the tolerances for sextupoles and the elements
within both CCS.

where Ox is taken at the center of the final quadrupole and £x = f kq0x(s)ds is the

horizontal chromaticity of the final quadrupole.

5.3.2. Other quadrupoles

The offset at the final quadrupole can be created by a direct movement of the final

quadrupole or by a displacement of another quadrupole upstream steering the beam off-

axis in the final lens. To study this second effect we introduce the notion of lattice

multipliers defined as the amplification factor between the offset of a given quadrupole

and the centroid offset in the final quadrupole. Note that the two displacements have

opposite signs in the hamiltonian, hence the minus sign in the following formula.

(dx)fq = ~(kqRqlfq) (dx)q (5.12)
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Lattice multipliers depend only on the lattice structure, not on the focal point pa-

rameters or the beam properties. The greater this multiplier the tighter the dispersion

tolerances on the element.

For most quadrupoles at the FFTB this second part is dominant over the direct

dispersion generated by the displaced quadrupole itself. In fact the lattice multipliers

are so large in the FT that we use this property to globally cancel dispersion at the IP:

Intentionally creating a controlled orbit offset in the final lenses gives us the ability to

generate up to seven sigmas of dispersive contribution to the beam at the IP. Of course

this bump is not closed across the IP and the beam is at an angle there. The closure is

easily done in the dump line. This is not a problem for the FFTB where we have only one

beam. It would cause a loss of luminosity for a real collider. The SLC is very sensitive to

this effect for masking reasons since the outgoing beam must travel on the same path as

the opposite incoming beam. Future linear colliders will have separate exit paths for the

outgoing beam and therefore the situtaion is very similar to that of the FFTB.

5.3.3. Sextupoles

Sextupoles are also chromatic elements in the presence of a main dispersion term and

their displacement, either directly or by orbit offset, is therefore source of dispersion. The

Hamiltonian of a sextupole in a dispersive region is H3 = |j-(..-. + 3Tj^a;2 — St]xSy2 +...)

and translates into H3 = §f (.. .+6r)xôdxx~ 6T]xÔdyy+...) in the presence of displacements

dx and dy.

This effect through orbit offsets is to be added to the previous ones when determining

the alignment tolerance of a given quadrupole.

The figures 5.3 and 5.4 present the results of these tolerances calculations. For quad-

rupoles outside the CCS, these numbers are those for dispersion only. One notices that

the front quadrupoles have very loose tolerances. This is obvious since the chromaticity

from these front quadrupoles to the IP is corrected, therefore an orbit oscillation will pro-

duce dispersion in each chromatic element but these different contributions also cancel

each other at the IP. On the other hand, as already mentioned, the tolerances for a few

elements in the FT are very tight since the chromaticity from there to the IP is only that

of the final quadrupoles and is not cancelled.

For quadrupoles inside the CCS, these graphs present also another effect which is

analyzed later. Horizontal and vertical beam offsets in sextupoles also produce quadrupole
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and skew quadrupole components. These effects in fact dominate the tolerances for those

elements situated within a sextupole pair and the associated tolerances are derived in

section 5.5.2 and 5.7.2 .

5.4. Normal Quadrupole.

A change in quadrupole strength will result, for most quadrupoles at the FFTB, in a

movement of the waist away from the focal point and cause an increase of the spot size

at the focal point. The Hamiltonian representing this aberration is H = \ Ak (x2 — y2)

giving a kick Ax' = Ak x. The 2% increase criterion for the horizontal plane is

Ak (X)rms < 1°*'

and finally the strength tolerance is, considering both planes:

Ak 1

T ~ 5

Individual tolerances are shown on figure 5.5. The final quadrupoles have the tightest

tolerances as expected; the strength of QC2 and QCl must be controlled at the level of

Ak/k = 2. 10~5, requiring special power supplies. Other quadrupoles in the line typically

have tolerances of the order of a few 10~4 up to a few 10~3. The tightest tolerances

for quadrupoles other than the final lenses are achieved for those elements around the

sextupoles in the CCY with Ak/k ~ 1.7 10~4. The RMS tolerance for all quadrupoles

except the final triplet is Ak/k = 7.3 10~5 which is a tight value for usual magnet power

supplies.

However these tolerances may be relaxed in the specific case of the Orsay BSM. This

device is not sensitive to the longitudinal position of the waist within the length of a

slit of typically 400 microns, and the depth of focus at the FFTB is of the order of

/?* = 100//m, allowing the waist to move around the nominal position without affecting

the measurement of the minimum spot size. A 2% increase in spot size corresponds to a

waist movement of 20 microns for the nominal /?* = 100//. In the case of other spot size

monitors such as the liquid wires, we will have to meet these tight tolerances.
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Figure 5.5. Strength stability tolerances at the FFTB. Note that the expression of these
tolerances for sextupoles is not derived in the text and corresponds to individual sextupole
tolerances. Placing each pair of sextupole on a single power supply would increase the tolerances
accordingly.

The FFTB power supplies have been specified according to these values. The goal for

their stability is 0.001% or 10~5 of the full power for both long and short term stability.

Some magnets do not solicit the full power from the power supplies so this value will

not be as good for the real current delivered. It is expected however, that the tolerances

presented here will be met.

Finally some higher order effects are also triggered by strength errors of quadrupoles

within the CCS. The tolerances[56lfor these effects are at the level of ^ < 10~3 and

therefore should not be a problem.
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5.5. Horizontal Sextupole Alignment.

5.5.1. Sextupoles

The same quadrupole effect (waist motion) appears when the beam is horizontally

offset in a sextupole. The Hamiltonian of a sextupole in the presence of a horizontal

displacement is

which shows a quadrupole aberration of the form

H^ïëLtf-j?) (5.16)

The condition for the 2% criterion is then

~

The tolerance for horizontal sextupole alignment in the CCX is 3.5/i while it is only

0.9/t for the CCY where the vertical /3-function is very large (cf. figure 5.3).

5.5.2. Orbit offset

Similar to the dispersion case, a sextupole offset can be the consequence of an actual

sextupole displacement or a quadrupole upstream steering the beam off-axis in the sex-

tupole. The notion of multipliers applies also here with the reference being now at the

sextupole.

(dx), = kq R]ls (dx)q (5.18)

The tolerance on quadrupole alignment regarding this effect is obtained by summing

over the subsequent sextupoles:

s>q

Two sextupoles of the same pair have the same dx tolerance and are separated by a — I

transformation, therefore if the beam is off-axis in the first sextupole the effect will be
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cancelled by the equal and opposite displacement in the second sextupole of the pair.

This means that quadrupole alignment within a sextupole pair is of special importance

and the orbit jitter or a quadrupole displacement before entering the chromatic correction

section is not crucial for this aberration*.

This effect is reflected in figure 5.3. The horizontal alignment tolerances of quadru-

p l e s within the CCS are dominated by this effect. Notice that the central quadrupole

in the chromatic correction section is especially ill-placed with regard to this effect since

its position maximizes the multiplier to the second sextupole. This leads to very tight

tolerances for these central quadrupoles: 0.7/i for QNl in the CCX and 1.0/J for QM2 in

the CCY

5.5.3. Bending magnets

Finally another source of orbit offset at the sextupoles are the fluctuations of the field,

through power supply jitter, in bending magnets. Because of the length of these magnets

and the fact that optical functions vary a lot across them, we define the multipliers as an

average across the magnet; The Rw is the average value of the R12 between the value at

the entrance and the value at the exit of the bend. Several bending magnets connected

in series to one power supply are treated as one large bend. The displacement induced at

the sextupole,

(«*«). = ^ * E I , (5.20)

yields the tolerance on power supply stability since 9 oc B:

A r> -I

I F ~ 5 ksR~^0 Max(&, /3y)s

Notice that since, by design of the CCS, we have R12 0 = 2% at the sextupole, the

preceding formula can be rewritten, with Cx = 2 ks rjx Px and £y = 2 ks r/x f}y the

horizontal and vertical chromaticities introduced by the sextupole pair:

T ~ 5 Max « , , &)

Here also only the bends between the sextupoles of a pair are significant for this effect.

Field jitter of bending magnets outside these sections contribute to other aberrations such

• It is of importance for other aberrations like dispersion.
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as dispersion. The stability on the power supplies for the bends has to be better than

3.3 10~5 for the CCX and only 1.0 10~5 for the CCY. This last value corresponds to the

goal set for the power supply stability at full power. It is also the tightest requirement

for power supplies at the FFTB, even tighter than the tolerances set for the stability of

the final lenses.

Note finally that this calculation accounts only for the geometric effect of the sex-

tupoles. The change in bending angle also creates additional dispersion at the sextupole

and therefore an additional chromatic kick. The change in dispersion from a bending field

error is actually equal to the beam offset at the sextupole R\2 dO. This chromatic effect

is however smaller than the geometric effect by a factor <5, so that the tolerance is looser

by a factor l /£ r m s or about 400.

5.6. Skew Quadrupole.

The roll, rotation around the longitudinal axis, of a quadrupole by an angle 6 in-

troduces a skew-quadrupole component of strength ksq = kqsm29 which couples the

horizontal and vertical planes. In the limit of small angles the Hamiltonian of the skew-

quadrupole aberration is

Hsq - - kq sin 20 (2 xy) s*2kq0 .xy (5.23)

giving one kick in each plane. However in the flat beam regime, which is the case for most

final focus systems, i.e. with (x » ey, the effect of coupling x —» y is dominant so we

can consider the vertical kick only. The tolerance criterion is

2 kq 0 (Tx < - av. (5.24)
5

(5.25)

Except for the final quadrupoles, all lenses in the line have tolerances better than

100 firad when taken individually. The RMS value however is only 40 fxrad. Note that

the two high values for QNl and QN2 are not significant since the above formula was

obtained in the approximation of small angles. However these two magnets are located

at a multiple of TT in phase away from the IP and therefore their rotations does not affect

the final spot size.
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Figure S.6. Quadrupole rotation (roll) tolerances. Note that the formula used here as-
sumes a small angle approximation so the two peaks obtained for QNl and QN2 are meaningless.
These two magnets being (nir) away in phase from the IP do not influence the size of the beam
through this effect, which is the real meaning of these large values. For the sextupoles, the
tolerances are estimated for the geometric skew-sextupole effect.

The final doublet has much tighter roll tolerances with a lowest for QC2 where the

product PxPy is very high. Note that for a general final doublet, it has been shown by

John Irwin that the rotation tolerances of both lenses are the same. In our case, with the

split final lens (QXl-QCl), this property is verified if we consider this split final lens to

be one unique element. This tolerance is of the order of 10 firad. However for practical

purposes the last three lenses can be considered to be one single rigid body, tied together

by the stabilization table designed by KEK. Using this model, the rotation tolerance for

the QC2-QX1-QC1 group is 33 fir ad.

A skew quadrupole has been placed in the final transformer where the product f}xf}y

is maximum. This element can correct only one phase of the coupling, the pxpy term. I

have argued already* that, due to the phase advance pattern at the FFTB, this term is

the only one that can arise significantly in this line. Incoming coupling from the linac is

• cf. chapter 4.
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corrected in the Beta Matching section using two skew quadrupoles.

Also on figure 5.6 are the tolerances for sextupole rotation. The effect considered

here is that of the geometric skew sextupole. The tolerances are higher than those for the

quadrupoles, at the level of one to two milliradians.

5.7. Vertical Sextupole Alignment.

5.7.1. Sextupoles

The same coupling effect arises when the beam is vertically offset in a sextupole. Simi-

lar to the normal quadrupole case this can be caused by a sextupole displacement, vertical

steering from a quadrupole offset or dipole rotation inside the CCS. The Hamiltonian of

a sextupole in the presence of a vertical displacement is

— 3

ha
3P""

showing a skew-quadrupole aberration of the form

(5.26)

kady= -fxy

Using only the vertical kick again, the condition for the 2% criterion is then

(5.27)

Cty<
5 ks

(5.28)

As shown on figure 5.4, the tolerances are 3.5 /zm and lAfim for respectively CCX

and CCY.

The following table summarizes the sextupole alignment tolerances for both the hor-

izontal and vertical displacements.

CCX

CCY

Horizontal

3.5 nm

0.9 nm

Vertical

3.5 nm

1.4 nm

Table 5.1 Sextupole alignment tolerances at the FFTB.
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5.7.2. Orbit offset

The same effect we have seen for dispersion and normal quadrupole tolerances appears

here: a quadrupole offset upstream of the sextupoles can generate an orbit offset in

the sextupoles leading to a skew-quadrupole effect. Similarly to the case of horizontal

sextupole offset, this can only happen for quadrupoles located in the CCX or the CCY,

within a sextupole pair. The effects from the two sextupoles cancel each other for a

quadrupole offset in the BM or BX sections.

The multipliers for quadrupole vertical alignment tolerances are

(dy)s = kg R3
qls (dy)q (5.29)

Here also the two quadrupoles at the midpoint of the CCS maximize these multipliers

and this leads to tolerances of 4 fim for CCX and only 0.3 fim for the CCY. The latter

is the tightest alignment tolerance at the FFTB. This quadrupole is physically located

inside the Beam Switch Yard where the temperature is expected to be stable. Special

care must however be given to the alignment of this critical lens. Some diagnostic and

correction tools to control this skew quadrupole effect are also being designed.

5.7.3. Bending magnets

The rotation of bending magnets within the CCX and CCY also leads to an orbit

offset in the sextupoles. The multipliers for bending magnet rotation, defined as the ratio

of the orbit offset at the sextupoles to the dipole rotation angle A^ leads to the following

tolerances,

< , J^- (5.30)
~ 5 ks R3i J&X, e

where #34 is the average value of the R34 across the bends taken separately.

The rotation tolerances are A<j> < 37 iirad for the CCX but only A<£ < 14 fir ad for

the CCY. This is the tightest rotation tolerance at the FFTB.
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5.8. Sextupole and Skew Sextupole.

The tolerances on the sextupole and skew sextupole content of quadrupoles are usually

expressed as a ratio of the allowed sextupole or skew sextupole field component to the

nominal quadrupole field taken at some reference point (usually 70% of the aperture of the

magnet) (Bna/Bq)a=ar. One can also express this in terms of some equivalent sextupole

strength kns given by

knsar

a=ar ™q

(5.31)

The general sextupole Hamiltonian, neglecting chromatic effects as well as the effect

of dispersion, Hns = | t (£ 3 — 3xy2), can give rise to three different kicks, two in the

horizontal plane and one in the vertical plane. We first derive the 2% criterion condition

for each kick.

• x kick from the a;3 term Arc' = ^ x 2

< \ox. (5.32)

T" = ^rI (5.33)
P

• x kick from the xy2 term Ax' =' = -

< \ax. (5.34)

(5.35)

• y kick from the xy2 term Ay' = —knsxy

< ZOy' (5.36)
O

(5.37)
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For the compounding of these conditions, one notices that the effect of the x and y

kicks are orthogonal in the sense that they affect respectively the horizontal and vertical

spot size; therefore we can take the minimum of the two conditions — one in each plane

— as the final expression for sextupole field tolerances.

For the two conditions related to the x kick, one can consider that they are separate

aberrations affecting the same parameter and that their effects are therefore to be added

in quadrature. The tolerance tx is then given by lft\ = If^1 + l/t*2 and we finally have

kns < Minf y ; ! 1 (5.38)

The same calculation can be made for the skew-sextupole component with the Hamil-

tonian H3a = |f (Sx2y — t/3), giving two vertical and one horizontal kicks, and yields

ka3 < Minf / ^ ; —!— I (5.39)/ ;
5aypyyjl + oi/o*

Although these numbers represent tight tolerances, the quadrupole magnets received

at SLAC from INP (Novosibirsk) have all met or exceeded these tolerances, according to

the magnetic measurements carried out at INP and SLAC.

The final quadrupoles represent an additional challenge with even tighter tolerances,

especially for QC2. Recent results from KEK have shown that it is possible to meet

and exceed these tolerances by using trim windings: In order to suppress the drift of the

quadrupole center with magnet excitation, the use of trim windings has been suggested

by Nakayama at KEK. The excitation of the trims being proportional to that of the main

coils. A side effect of this method, observed on the prototype magnet, is the cancellation

of the sextupole and skew sextupole terms in these final quadrupoles to a level better

than the required tolerances.

Additionally we have proposed a global correction of these terms by use of two sex-

tupole and two skew-sextupole correctors in the Final Transformer. These four small

magnets would allow us to tune out the four terms appearing in the two Hamiltonians

quoted above. If the trim windings of the final quadrupoles to be installed in the tunnel

also suppress the sextupolar components of these lenses, these correctors might not be

needed.
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Figure 5.7. Sextupole and skew sextupole harmonic tolerances in quadrupoles. The worst

of the two components is shown here. The tolerance is expressed in terms of equivalent integrated
strength. The main sextupoles at the FFTB have an integrated strength of about 20 m~2.

5.9. CONCLUSION

I have shown in this chapter how we obtained stability tolerances for the FFTB. The

use of Lie algebra based methods is here limited to the expression of the kick in most cases.

The study of sextupolar tolerances however is one where the combination of the different

terms is greatly simplified by the use of the Hamiltonian formulation of the source of the

effects. For all these calculations however it would be possible to derive the same results

without Lie algebra formulation. However it is my experience that Lie algebra based

methods, as presented in the previous chapters, provide here also a very convenient and

clear framework for this type of studies.

For all practical purposes the stability tolerances are very tight at the FFTB. The SLC

final focus has looser tolerances by typically an order of magnitude when compared to the

FFTB. Studies'"'have shown that tolerances for a final focus system for a next generation
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linear collider, typically a 500 GeV per beam machine, will be tighter by another order

of magnitude.

Of particular importance in the results of this chapter is the notion of lattice mul-

tipliers. The optics of final focus systems typically alternate very high and very low

^-functions. This leads naturally to high lattice multipliers. It is not always possible to

limit the values of these /^-functions but it should be possible, at least very desirable, to

suppress the ill-placed elements such as the two central quadrupoles located at the sym-

metry points of both CCS. The position tolerances of these two elements are the tightest

of all at the FFTB.

Another important result is the level of stability required for the bending magnets,

especially in the CCY. They hold the tightest tolerances for strength and roll stability,

aside from the final lenses of course.

Much is to be learnt from the tuning and operation of the FFTB and this is especially

true for tolerances. Whether one can achieve the stability levels required here is one

issue. The other question is, if the stability tolerances cannot be achieved, do we have a

mechanism by which one can go around the limitations by using simple feedback systems

and careful tuning strategies for example? We believe that it is possible to relax some

initial tolerances at the FFTB by as much as an order of magnitude by using beam-based

alignment techniques and bump-based quadrupole tuning schemes. Global correctors such

as the dispersion suppression and the sextupole corrector magnets are other techniques

that are being investigated at the FFTB.
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Conclusion

Le Final Focus Test Beam est maintenant en voie d'achèvement à SLAC et devrait

avoir son premier faisceau au printemps 1993. Ceci va être le point de départ d'une

période très intéressante sur la route vers les collisionneurs linéaires. Nous allons pouvoir

tester en vraie grandeur les matériels que nous jugeons critiques pour le NLC. Les moni-

teurs de position des faicseaux (BPMs), les systèmes de positionnement de précision des

aimants, les profileurs de faisceau (wire scanners) vont être mis en service. Les procédures

et logiciels vont aussi être examinés avec la correction et le réglage de la ligne, procédures

qui sont actuellement en développement à SLAC. Celles-ci sont spécialement importantes

par leur impact potentiel sur les tolérances. L'optique elle-même va être examinée et une

fois le réglage et la correction achevés, les techniques de mesure de la taille du faisceau

seront mises en service: Le Beam Size Monitor du LAL-Orsay mais aussi les fils liq-

uides et le moniteur Laser-Compton. Je pense qu'on peut espérer receuillir énormément

d'informations au FFTB et certainement apprendre encore plus que ce qui fût possible

avec le SLC.

Le FFTB est également unique puisqu'étant la première ligne de faisceau pour laquelle

ces méthodes d'algèbre de Lie ont été appliquées depuis la conception jusqu'à la dérivation

des procédures de correction et de réglage. Elles ont certainement été utiles dans tous

ces domaines. Les mécanismes de compensation et la génération de nouvelles aberrations

d'ordres supérieurs sont maintenant bien compris. Le fait que la suite des aberrations du

FFTB est terminée au cinquième ordre a été montré par ces méthodes. Enfin les tolérances

ont été analysées avec ces mêmes techniques et déjà des des idées sont apparues afin de

réduire la difficulté de certaines de ces tolérances. Le problème a été en partie identifié

comme venant de la conception de la maille linéaire et plusieurs laboratoires travaillent

maintenant a confirmer ceci. Des idées ont aussi été proposées pour pouvoir supporter les

tolérances très faibles voir même pouvoir surveiller la stabilité de certains paramètres avec

une précision meilleure que les tolérances associées. Le réglage des lentilles quadripolaires

au FFTB est l'une de ces techniques qui utilise des défauts d'orbite localisés pour tester

très précisemment la maille locale et détecter les erreurs dans les forces des lentilles avec

une précision meilleure que les tolérances. Les conséquences potentielles pour une future

machine sont très importantes; le relâchement de certaines tolérances par un facteur deux,

voir même dix dans certains cas, a une très grande portée aux niveaux très serrés auxquels

nous travaillons.
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J'espère que les méthodes exposées dans cette thèse vont devenir un ' util usuel pour la

conception et l'analyse de l'optique des machines. Ces techniques sont connues depuis un

certain temps déjà mais ce n'est que récemment qu'elles ont acquis un peu de renommée

et qu'elles ont été popularisées. Je crois qu'il y a deux ingrédients essentiels à la contin-

uation de cette tendance: ces techniques doivent être présentées et expliquées et un outil

informatique doit être développé. La première partie est essentiellement un problème

de formation et d'explication. Alors que la base mathématique n'est pas difficile, le

changement d'habitudes de raisonnements est assez important surtout pour les opticiens

expérimentés dans la formulation matricielle. Les deux formulations se complémentcnt

ainsi que j 'ai essayé de le montrer dans cette thèse mais la vision du problème est assez

différente. D'autres présentations et exemples de ces méthodes doivent voir le jour et

cette thèse n'en est certainement qu'une parmi d'autres.

L'autre partie nécessaire pour que l'usage de ces méthodes se répande est la possi-

bilité d'utiliser un outil informatique pour les calculs parfois un peu lourds. Puisque les

méthodes présentées sont si orientées vers des résultats analytiques, un programme devrait

être con'ju qiù préserve cette option dans la mesure du possible. Il y a déjà quelques codes

qui utilisent des variations proches de ces techniques. J'ai mentionné Marylie qui utilise

des algèbres de Lie mais jusquà l'ordre trois pour l'instant. L' ordre cinq est en cours de

développement. Cosy-hifinity de Martin Berz est un code très intéressant. Il implement t>

des techniques d'algèbre différentielle et nous avons cependant pensé a l'utiliser pour nos

applications. L'originalité de ce programme tient au fait que l'utilisateur a à sa disposition

un méta-langage qui peut être utilisé par l'utilisateur pour littéralement programmer la

physique. L'utilisateur n'est plus contraint d'utiliser des commandes qui correspondent

à des procédures toutes faites et sur lesquelles il n'a que peu de contrôle. Dans un ordre

d'idées un peu différent, Leo Michelotti utilise les langages de programmation "orientés

objets" et C-++; son code, MXYZPTLK, est réduit à une librarire de classes où sont

définies les techniques mathématiques, l'utilisateur peut avoir accès aux méthodes depuis

son propre code.

Aucun de ces outils n'a cependant été choisi pour programmer les outils d'algèbre

de Lie présentés dans cette thèse. Marylie est un code "fermé" et peu facile à modifier,

Cosy-Inûnity est trop orienté vers les méthodes d'algcbre différentielle et MXYZPTLK

n'a pas été testé mais C++ est connu pour ne pas être facile de premier abord. La

dr.;:tieio ligne de recherche est celle qui, je crois, a le plus de chances d'aboutir et utilise

le logiciel Mathematica. Ce code permet des manipulations analytiques complexes ainsi
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que des applications numériques faciles. Ces possibilitécs doublées d'un bon environ-

nement de programmation et d'une très utile interactivité en font le candidat idéal de ce

genre d'études. Il peut aussi satisfaire aisément aux exigences d'un support destiné aux

démonstrations et apprentissages de ces méthodes.

Il y a finalement un domaine qui a été abordé dans le premier chapitre et n'est pas

résolu par ces techniques basées sur les algèbres de Lie. le rayonnement synchrotronique

est un aspect essentiel des systèmes de focalisation finale et en est même l'un des facteurs

limitatifs. La nature stochastique de ce processus fait qu'il n'est pas possible de le décrire

par un formalisme hamiltonien. La seule façon jusqu'à présent de prendre ces effets en

compte est soit une approche analytique basée sur des changements d'impulsion localisés

et présentée dans l'appendice A, soit l'utilisation d'un code de simulation de trajectoires

qui peut en faire une simulation approchée. Mais nous sommes alors de retour vers les

techniques "en aveugle" qui ne permettent au mieux que de constater l'existence d'un

effet sans en comprendre la structure intime.

Apres l'excellent travail originel de Dragt sur ces méthodes et le grand pas accompli

sous l'impulsion de John Irwin, les techniques présentées dans cette thèse vont certaine-

ment devenir un outil standard pour le physicien des accélérateurs. Mais la théorie est

encore jeune et je pense qu'on peut espérer voir apparaitre prochainement beaucoup

d'idées nouvelles.



Conclusion

The Final Focus Test Beam is now well underway and the first beam should be

delivered by spring 1993. This will be the start of a very interesting period on the way to

future linear colliders. We will test on a full scale machine the hardware we think is critical

for the NLC. The beam position monitors, magnet movers, wire scanners and a number

of stabilization and monitoring devices will be commissioned. The software side will also

be scrutinized with the correction and tuning techniques that are now being developed at

SLAC. These are especially important for their potential impact on the tolerances. The

optics itself will be probed of course, and once the tuning and corrections are applied, the

measurements techniques will be commissioned: the Orsay-Beam Size Monitor, but also

the liquid wires and the Laser-Compton device. I think we can expect a great harvest

of information with the FFTB and certainly learn even more than we did with the SLC

final 'L '•-"•s. Parallel to this design work on NLC final focus lattices is being pursued.

The FFTB is also unique in the sense that it is the first beamline for which Lie

algebra based techniques were used from the design up to the derivation of correction

and tuning procedures. They have certainly proven helpful in all the areas of the work.

The mechanisms of cancellation and the generation of new higher order aberrations is

now very well understood. The fact that the list of aberrations at the FFTB is closed at

fifth order has been shown using these tools. Finally the tolerances have been analyzed

with those same methods and already some ideas have emerged in order to reduce some

of them. Part of the problem has been identified as coming from the first order design

of the line. Work is underway in different laboratories to confirm this. Some ideas have

also been proposed to design ways to cope with others, or find techniques for monitoring

the stability of the line with a precision better than the tolerances. Quadrupole tuning

at the FFTB is one of these techniques that uses bumps to precisely test the local lattice

and detect a strength error in quadrupoles with a precision better than the tolerances.

The potential consequences on the specification of tolerances for future machines could be

very important; The relaxation of most tolerances by a factor two, and possibly as high

as ten, is of great significance at the very tight levels we deal with.

It is my hope that the techniques exposed in this thesis will become a popular design

and analysis tool for accelerator opticians. They have been around for some time but
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although they were known it is only recently that they have started to gain fame and

momentum. I believe there are two necessary ingredients for this trend to continue:

The methods need to be more widely publicized and explained and there is a need for

a computer based tool. The first part is mostly a task of education and explanation.

Although they are not very difficult in their mathematical basis as shown in this thesis,

the learning curve for these new methods is fairly steep for newcomers and especially for

people who have been using the matrix formalism for some time. It is a totally different

way of seeing the basic same mechanisms although, as shown in this thesis, the two

complement each other very well. Explanations and examples still need to be provided

and this thesis is one attempt at this.

The other part required for the wide acceptance and use of these methods is the

ability to use a computing tool that will free the user of the sometimes tedious calculations

involved. Since the methods presented are so much oriented towards analytical results

a code should be designed that preserves that option and allows analytical studies of a

beamline as much as possible. There are a few codes that implement already some close

variations of these methods. I mentioned already Marylie which implements Lie Algebra

methods at up to third order currently. A fifth order version is being developed. A

very interesting code is Cosy-Infinity written by M. Berz. Although it implements only

Differential Algebra methods, it has been envisioned for some time to adapt it for our

techniques. The originality of this code is that it provides the user with a meta-language

that can be used to literally program the physics. That is the user is no longer constrained

to using the physics "canned" by the programmer in a preset command; on the contrary,

all the variables are accessible to the user who can define his own algorithms. Following

a slightly different path and using the new, at least in our field, ideas of object oriented

programming, the code MXYZPTLK written by L. Michelotti at Fermilab uses C++ as

the programming language. The software is now reduced to a simple "class library" that

the user can incorporate to his own C++ code. The class library takes care of all the

implementation details and the user can concentrate on the physics.

None of these tools was found to be the ideal basis to implement the Lie Algebra

methods as derived in this thesis. Maryiie for it is a closed code that cannot be modified

easily, Cosy-Infinity was found to be too much geared towards Differential Algebra meth-

ods and MXYZPTLK was not tested but C++ is known to have a rather steep learning

curve. The last direction of investigation to be mentioned, which I believe stands the

best chance to provide us with the needed tool is Mathematica?3]This code was designed
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to perform analytical as well as numerical calculations on computers and is much in use

worldwide. This ability of analytical manipulation together with a strung object oriented

programming environment, the possibility for the user to define his own programs on top

of the package, and the much desirable feature of interactivity makes it the ideal candidate

for these studies. At SLAC, the effort is led in this direction by J. Irwin and N. Walker.

Some basic optics package is already developed and a Lie Algebra tool should soon come

out. On top of being a good tool for accelerator physics analysis, this should also be the

ideal support for newcomers to explore these techniques through tutorials.

There is one area that has been mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis and

is not solved yet by the methods that have been described. Synchrotron radiation is an

essential process in final focus systems since it is the source of the main limiting terms. The

stochastic nature of the process makes it impossible to describe it through a Hamiltonian

formulation. The only way at present to check for this effect is, except for analytical

calculations as shown in appendix A, the use of tracking methods. Most tracking codes

now implement different simulations of the synchrotron radiation process. But we are

back here to the "blind" approach of designing a system and checking a posteriori its

validity. This area is one where some effort and new ideas are needed.

After the excellent work of Dragt and the big step made under the impulse of John Ir-

win, I believe that these techniques based on Lie algebra will soon become a standard

tool for the accelerator physicist. There is however still a lot of room for improvements

and new ideas.



Appendix A

Chromatic effects due to synchrotron radiation at the FFTB

INTRODUCTION

I review here two effects induced by synchrotron radiation and their consequences on

the final spot size at the Final Focus Test Beam. The first one is the chromaticity unbal-

ance generated in a final focus system by the energy loss in bending magnets between the

sextupoles and final quadrupoles. The second more general effect is the emittance growth

from radiation fluctuations. The latter has already been studied [S2'by Matthew Sands and

I will use his results to derive a somewhat simpler and more practical formulation of this

effect. An application to the case of the FFTB is given in both cases.

CHROMATICITY UNBALANCE

In a final focus system the chromaticity introduced by the very strong final lenses is

cancelled at the interaction point by placing sextupoles in a dispersive region giving a

chromatic kick which can be made equal and opposite to that of the final lenses.

However one needs some bending magnets inside and after the chromatic correction

section to manipulate the dispersion. Iu these bending magnets, the particles lose energy

through synchrotron radiation; the energy of the particle in the sextupoles is slightly

different from its energy when it reaches the final quadrupoles. As a result the chromatic

kicks do not balance each other exactly and there is an increase in the spot size at the

focal point.

Katsunobu Oide has already estimated this effect ° but I give here a more extended

derivation of it.

Basic formulation

The chromatic kick given by the final quadrupoles is given by Ay' = kq6y and is

balanced by the chromatic kick at the sextupole, under the hypothesis that there is only

one sextupole correcting all the chromaticity, Ay' = k3tj6y. If the particle loses energy

• Note that I define 6 =
r
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6 — jjj-
is

between the two we have 6 -* 6 — jjj- at the final quadrupole and the net chromatic kick

= kq—y (1)

where EQ is the energy of the beam and du is the energy lost through radiation. The change

in position at the IP is written, with yq the particle position at the final quadrupole:

^yq (2)

and the increase in spot size at the IP is generally written

Aa*. = y/{Ay**) - (Ay*)2 (3)

Because the two variables yq and du are not correlated in first approximation as there

is no design vertical dispersion, and since this effect does not change the centroid of the

beam (yq) which remains zero we have

(Ay*) oc <<*«)<%> = 0 (4)

and

(5)

Finally if we replace kq(3q in the previous expression by £9 = JnnekqP(s)ds; i.e. if we

assimilate the chromaticity of the final qi

the spot size increase at the focal point:

assimilate the chromaticity of the final quadrupoles to that of the entire line ' we have for

TO

f this is a valid assumption in final focus systems where most of the quadrupole chromaticity comes
from the final quadrupoles
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Energy loss considerations

There are two terms in the energy loss through synchrotron radiation. The first one

is the so-called "classical or average energy loss" {du); the second one is a consequence

of the quantum nature of synchrotron radiation and leads to an increase in the energy

spread and quantum excitation of oscillations; it is stochastic in nature.

The average energy loss in our case has for a consequence that the energy of the

beam at the entrance of the final quadrupoles is slightly lower than the design value, the

quadrupole then focuses this beam a little upstream of the nominal IP, hence some "spot

size increase" at the IP. This effect can be compensated for by retuning the quadrupoles

for the new beam energy.

Also the sextupoles need retuning since the chromatic kick now given by the quad-

rupoles is smaller as the beam energy and the quadrupole strength are now lower than

the design value. This effect will be automatically corrected for in the sextupole strength

optimization procedure during the tuning of the final spot size.

We see here that the average energy loss can be compensated for and should there-

fore be removed from the present calculation. The stochastic component of synchrotron

radiation cannot be corrected due to its very nature and this is the effect of interest to

us.

One can then rewrite equation (6) as

°y

and dropping the second term which is correctable,

A < - « a2 (8)

Note that o^ represents here the fluctuations in the emission of energy with respect

to the mean value {du) and is composed of two terms since the energy radiated can be

affected by two variables, the energy of the individual photons emitted and the number

of photons emitted.[S2lEach emission of a photon being independent of the others the first

term is simply the quadratic sum over the average number of photons of the spread in

the energy distribution of the photons. The second term is characterized by the spread
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in the number of emitted photon times the average photon energy. Since the number of

emitted photon is distributed according to a Poisson distribution with mean N, the mean

square of the distribution is also N

C C

= l±N(a2
u + (u)2)

c 0)

and finally,

Result

2 55 0 5 2
(10)

The final result for the increase of the spot size at the Interaction Point is then

y *- /-2 5
(H)

With a chromaticity £y ~ 17 x 103, a beam energy of 50 GeV giving 7 ~ 105 and

a bending magnet with length If, = 5.2 m and bending angle 0 = 7.4 mrad one gets

—^r = 0.06, corresponding to an increase in the spot size of -£?• = 1 — y/\ + .06 ~ 3.%

T H E WHOLE LINE

Note that the preceding calculations were made assuming one bending magnet be-

tween a single sextupole and the final quadrupoles. At the FFTB we have two pairs of

sextupoles and six (groups of) bending magnets arranged in the following way:

Beam direction

B3 B3
SD1

B4

Figure 8.1. The disposition of bending magnets at the FFTB.
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It is clear that magnet B\ does not contribute to the process we describe since the

total chromaticity of the line from B\ to the interaction point is zero by design. Magnet

B4 contributes the most to this effect as it affects the full chromaticity of the final quad-

rupoles. Most of the vertical chromaticity is corrected in the CCY and even if we assume

that 10% of it is corrected by the CCX, the effect on ^ - is down to the 1% level due

to the square of the chromaticity appearing in the final formula. Assuming then that the

whole chromaticity of the line is corrected in the CCY (we neglect the CCX altogether),

each of Bz sees only half of the total chromaticity, contributing only a factor one-fourth

to the total result.

For the FFTB line we therefore have

AiT* l 1 *^*\ fl3
« . . 1 I * OO k ^n t V

(1| V
J 5 £

Finally for the whole FFTB line we have

'y = 0.09 (13)

°y

corresponding to
4.5% (14)

This is the dominant remaining "design aberration" at the FFTB. By design aberra-

tion I mean an aberration which is inherent to the design and not induced by errors of

any kind. The second dominant one is the thick sextupole effect which has been derived

somewhere else.

EMITTANCE GROWTH

Introduction and conditions

In this section I rely on the results developed by Sands in reference [52] and I use them

without further proof or explanation. However I will recall here the three conditions under

which those results were obtained.
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— the transport system is linear.

This is essential to the method since a linear system allows one to apply a solution

superposition principle; namely the displacement of the trajectory as a consequence of

the emission of a number of photons is just the sum of the individual displacements each

emission would generate by itself. Non linear lenses complicate the process of adding

the displacements at the end of the line. Although the FFTB is intrinsically non-linear

(strong sextupoles are present in the lattice and the chromaticity of the final quadrupoles

is very important) I will assume for the moment that this first condition is verified.

— there is no coupling in the optics

This condition simplifies the treatment of the problem by assuming that there exists

everywhere in the line a midplane symmetry. Then the emittance growth takes place only

in the horizontal plane, leaving the vertical emittance untouched (if we neglect the energy

spread increase which affects both planes of course). This condition is verified in the case

of the FFTB design in the absence of errors.

— the radiation effects can be described by their characteristics on the central design

trajectory.

The main implication for the FFTB is that we neglect the radiation in quadrupoles and

other lenses since the central trajectory, on-axis in those lenses assuming that we com-

pensate this trajectory for the average energy loss along the line, sees no field hence

experiences no radiation. The case of radiation in quadrupoles and the resulting limi-

tation on the beam size at the focal point has been studied M for final focus systems by

Katsunobu Oide. Also the weak focusing effect in bending magnets is ignored.

Results and "residual dispersion"

Sands calculates the contribution to the second moments of the beam distribution

in respectively equations (10), (11) and (12) in SLAC/AP-47, where Ci is a constant

Ci = . P 5 ^ M s . = 4.13 x 10-"m2(GeV)-5 .
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^M ÏD\s)
O

ds

ds = Q!kJDi%)ds (15)
O

O O
L

- 5 »

<**') = C2JG3E5DDUs = ^ - J D{s) D\s) ds

The main assumption used to get the final form in the above equations are that the

energy E(s) and therefore the local trajectory curvature G{s) = l/p(s) (in a uniform

bending magnet) do not change significantly along the path of the electron. This is

actually equivalent to the third condition of Sands approximating the characteristics cf

the radiation to that of an ideal particle on the central trajectory. The integrals have also

been written assuming one bending magnet of length /5 followed by a region where 1/p is

uniformly zero.

The functions D(s) and D^(s) are the "residual dispersion" functions, i.1?-. the dis-

persion function from point s in the bend to the end of the line, and its derivative. In

TRANSPORT notation, they are the iîie and R2Q terms calculated for the partial trans-

port system from s to the end of the line. End of the line here refers to some arbitrary

point where we want the emittance growth calculated. In the case of the FFTB this point

is the final focal point (IP).

To calculate these second moments, Sands expresses the residual dispersion functions

in terms of the betatron and off-energy functions (/?(s) and r)(s)) as well as the phase

advance along the line. I find it more convenient to use the following argument using only

the knowledge of the optics in terms of linear matrices.

I can split the partial transport system (from point s to the IP) into two parts. The

first one is from point s inside the bending magnet (the origin s = 0 is at the entrance)

to the end of the magnet and the second part is from the end of the bending magnet to

the end of the line as represented on the figure below.

Let Ri, and R be the respective first order transport matrices for these two parts and

Rt be the first order matrix for the whole line from point s to the end so that we have
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Figure 8.1. The transport system used for the calculation of emittance growth created by
a single bend along with the notations used in the text.

Rt = R.Rb and

D(s)

D*(s)

= Rn(Rb)w

+ R22(Rbha + «26
(16)

Now we assume that we know the design of the line to first order and therefore the

Rij are known. We also know that, upon the assumption that the energy is not varying

too much when the particle emits a photon and therefore p does not change along tbe

magnet, the dispersion functions have the following expression inside the bending magnet

of length /5:

1 (k ~
and («&)26 := (17)

It is then trivial to carry out the integrals in equation (15). We have obtained here

the second moments of the distribution of particles induced by the the energy loss process

in one single magnet, and observed at some point in the line. The formula depends only

on the physical characteristics of the bend (length L and radius of curvature p on the

central trajectory) the energy of the beam EQ and the linear optics between the bend and

the point of observation (R matrix) :
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C2E% r \L4R2n . L*RuRn ^ L2Rjj2

| 3. _ C2El \L4R2
X L3R21R22 L2Rj2 L2R21R26P

P L ;U 4 à à ( l g )

+ LR22R2Qp +

, C 2 ^ IL4RuR21 , L3Jïi2fi2i , L 3 ^nJl 2 2 . L2R12R22
{XX) = - ^ - ^ L 20 + 8 + 8 + 3

LR22R16p LR12R26p ;

T. + n + R16R26P

Emittance growth

The calculation of the emittance growth from these formulas is justified by Sands in

th'j definition of the RMS emittance as the three quantities {x2),(x' ) and (xx1) combined

according to

ex
2 = (x2){x'2) - (xx') (19)

The folding of two RMS emittances ea and ej,, under the assumption that the transport

system is linear, is given by the addition in quadrature of the individual elements defining

the emittance:

(Af = (Aa + (A* (20)
(xx')f = (xx')a + (xx')b

Finally we get for the total line the following formula defining the emittance increase,

where the 0 subscript denotes the nominal emittance and the t subscripts the total emit-

tance:

( A = ( A + E <*2>»

(xx')t = (xJ)0
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with the (x2)n, {x'2)n and (xx')n defined in equation (18).

Note that with the introduction of the nominal beam (subscript zero) I have intro-

duced not only the nominal emittance of the beam but also the design values of the optical

functions at the IP. It, is a remarkable fact that the contributions of the bending magnets

does not depend on the beam but depends only on the design of the line, including the

design energy. I introduce here the sigma matrix

a =
V ) (xx')\
{xx') (X'2))

with the condition that the determinant is equal to one giving 7 = (1 + a2)//?. It is

simply another representation of the set of the three second-order moments of the beam

distribution in one plane, the three variables being now the emittance c and the optical

functions /? and a.

Application to the case of the FFTB

The FFTB line contains six main bending magnets arranged in four groups. The

following tuble lists the individual contributions of each of these bends at the final focal

point and the last line lists the resulting emittance including emittance growth. The

version of the optics used for this calculation is FFTB90F and the nominal horizontal

emittance is 3.0 I0~10m.rad.

element

BOl

B02

B02

B03

B03

B04

nominal

total

(x2)

1.7311 10"14

2.0580 10-14

4.1179 10-15

7.9982 IO"16

1.5954 10~15

3.8719 10~15

9.0 10~13

9.4828 10-13

(x'2)

2.8735 10~13

1.3887 10"13

4.5616 10~13

5.3104 10~14

5.9703 10"14

3.7801 10~14

1.0 IO"7

1.0 10-7

(xx')

-7.0502 10~14

5.1064 lu"14

4.0916 10-14

6.3063 Î0"1 5

-9.3029 10"15

-1.1852 10"14

0.

6.6293 10-15

emittance

1.9452 10~15

1.5829 IO-*14

1.4293 10~14

1.6443 10~15

2.9505 IG"15

2.4264 10~15

3.0 10-10

3.0794 10-10

Table 8.1. The contribution to the emittnace growth of the different FFTB bends. The
folding of the different second order moments is described in the text.
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The most interesting result for the FFTB is the beam size increase at the IP. It is

directly obtained from Ox = y/{x*), assuming* (x) = 0. For the FFTB I get ^ = 2.6%.

From the definition of the RMS emittance (19) one can also obtain the emittance

growth ^ = 2.7%.

Since we have <rx = y/ffe, the emittance growth alone accounts for only about 1.3% of

the spot size increase. The calculation of the emittance and optical functions using the

sigma matrix definition above shows that there is also a change in the optical functions at

the IP due to this effect. In the case of the FFTB the relative change =*• is about equal

to the emittance growth or 2.6 %.

The spot size increase at the IP is therefore due to an increase of the emittance as

well as as increase of the /3-function. The emittance increase cannot be compensated for.

The change in the optical functions can be compensated by retuning the line, lowering

the linear beta at the IP. The increased beta can be made equal to the /^-function we

designed the line for in the first place. The effect has not disappeared but it would not

impact the goal of obtaining a given spot size at the IP.

Lowering the /^-function at the IP entails that it should increase at the final quadru-

poles. However the same effect that increases the ^-function at the IP must reduce it at

the final quadrupoles since there is only a linear transport system between the two and

the phase difference is ir/2. From (21) it is obvious that (a;2) = /3e cannot decrease but it

is possible for e and /3 to vary in opposite directions. The emittance can increase while the

^-function decreases; the net effect still being that all second moments of the beam actu-

ally increase. One should look in more details at this effect. A direct calculation taking

the final quadrupole as the end of the line would I believe confirm the above analysis.

Note that there is also a rotation of the beam in phase space shown by a non-zero

(xx1). The beam ellipse is not upright at the nominal focal point. This however is a

negligible effect at the FFTB.

* The beam is supposed to be on axis since the average energy loss can be corrected for.



Appendix B

Long sextupole aberration at the FFTB

INTRODUCTION

In a final focus system the chromaticity introduced by the very strong final lenses is

cancelled at the interaction point by placing sextupoles in a dispersive region giving a

chromatic kick which can be made equal and opposite to that of the final lenses.

Sextupoles are non-iinear magnetic lenses giving rise to strong geometric aberrations

at the focal point of a final focus system. In order to cancel some of these aberrations we

place the sextupoles in pair separated by a — / transformation. The third-order geometric

aberrations then cancel out. However, because of the finite length of the sextupole itself,

higher order geometric aberrations (fourth and higher) do appear.

Katsunobu Oide has already estimated this effect5 for the FFTB but I give here a

more detailed derivation of it. In addition I present another way of deriving the same

result based on Lie algebra techniques.

FIRST ORDER TRANSPORT AND KICKS

Inside a sextupole the first order transport is that of a drift space; the coordinates

are changing according to the following equations:

xs = x0 + s x'o , Vs = Vo + sy'o (22)

and the nonlinear kick for an elementary slice ds of the sextupole of strength K = Jf,g1 >

is of the form:

A.T' = \l< (X2 - y2) ds , Ay' = -K x yds (23)

We can now take into account this non-linear kick in order to find the true positions xs

and ys along the scxtupole. In effect it is this slight departure from the linear trajectory

coupled to the non-linear kick given by the remaining part of the sextupole that gives rise

to this fourth order effect. Assuming zero slope in the trajectory at the entrance we have
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s

x(s) = x0+ f (s - s') Ax'(s')
O

= xo +J(S-S')1! (xl-yl)ds'
O

= .T0 + j s2 (xl - yl)

and similarly y(s) = yQ - — s2 xoyo

Replacing a; and y in equation (23) by their expression in equation (24) and integrating

over the length of the sextupole we get the total change in angle or equivalent kick. We

evaluate here only the vertical kick as this is the critical plane for flat beam final focus

systems.

Aj/ = / —K x(s) y(s) ds

o

/ Ks2, 2 9 J r Ks2 1 , (25)
I %0 +

O

„ / r Ks2, , oJ r Ks2 1 i
=-K J [X0 + -J-[Xo ~ 2/o)j [ VO - -2~x° yo\ â

K2 fi /C3 /5

= -Kl3 xoyo ^ - yQ (xl + yl) + -^- xoyo

The first term in the above equation is the normal sextupolar kick (second order) that

we use to correct the chromaticity . It is also the reason why we introduce the sextupoles

in pairs so that their purely geometric parts cancel when considering the enjtire chromatic

correction section.|5S1Indeed all geometric terms of even order, such as the third term (order

four) above, do cancel across the —/.

The second term is that of interest to us and represents the long-sextupole, octupole-

like kick of order three.

Considering finally the global kick given by a pair of sextupoles separated by a —/

transformation we get the long-sextupole non-linear kick at the end of the second sextupole

* the sextupolcs are placed in a dispersive region so just change x into x + tfS to see the chromatic
term appear.
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of the pair

A , K2I*
(26)

or with k3 = Kl3 the integrated strength of the sextupole:

Ic2I
&y> = -kJ±y {X2 + y2) ( 2 7 )

LIE ALGEBRA DERIVATION

I will now use Lie algebra based techniques to derive the same result. I hope that

the reader will profit from this parallel derivation and will catch a glimpse of the ease and

possibilities of this method for higher orders.

The hamiltonian of a slice ds of sextupole can be given by

Hds = ^dS[X3 - Zxy2) (28)

The effect of a long sextupole is obtained by combining the hamiltonians of these

elementary slices into one global hamiltonian for the whole magnet according to the

Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem which can be expressed in our case

^ (*.•)<**.•.Hlsj)dSj] + ... (29)

The first term in the above formula is simply the total sextupole kick we use for chro-

maticity correction. The second term represents the interaction of the slices of sextupole

two by two and is the term we are interested in. Note that there are more terms in this

expansion and although they are not significant here they are also very easy to calculate,

involving only more Poisson brackets.

Upon transforming the sums into integrals over the length of the magnet the long

sextupole term is written

L/2 L/2
Hls = l I ds J ds'lH(s),H(s')]

~L/2 * (30)
2 L/2 L/2

= J2 J ds J ds'[x(sf -3x(s)y(s)2,x(s'f -Ms'W)2)
-L/2 *
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Using relations like

[x(s)3,x(s')y(s')2) = Ms)2y(s')2[x(s),x(s')) = Ms)2y{s')2(s' - s) (31)

the Poisson bracket can be expressed in terms of the elementary [xi(s),Xj(s')] which are

evaluated from the linear optics in the element: e.g. [x(s),x(s')\ = [x(s),i(s) + (s' -

s)x'(s)] = s1 - s.

Integrating over the lengths one needs only keep the lowest order in L which is equiv-

alent to approximating x(s) by its value at the magnet center xc before integrating. This

is justified by the fact that terms of higher order in L involve also the angles of the tra-

jectory at the center of the magnet, x'c and y'c which are typically two or more orders of

magnitude smaller than the xc and yc due to very high beta functions at the sextupoles

in final focus systems.

We finally have the following hamiltonian for the long sextupole effect:

(32)

In order to find the effect of this hamiltonian on the trajectory, one needs only take

its Poisson bracket with the corresponding coordinate function. For example the long

sextupole vertical kick is given by

= [Hh,y'\ = ̂ t = ¥f(yl + ycx
2

c) (33)

Taking into account a sextupole pair separated by a —/ transformation one finds the

same kick we had in equation (27).

CONSEQUENCE ON SPOT SIZE INCREASE

K. Oide making an estimate of this effect (c/. SLAC-Pub 4953) argues that since the

contribution of the horizontal plane is small compared to that of the vertical plane at the

second pair of sextupoles, we can retain only the term in y3 in equation (27). Since the

beam sizes are comparable in our case (ay ~ 1.6 <rx) this statement may not be obvious

at first glance. I carry out here the detailed calculation.
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The displacement, at the interaction point corresponding to this kick is

t i*y(*2 + y2) (34)

and the spot size increase is given by

Aa;2 = (Ay*2) - (Ay*)2 (35)

We assume in the following that there is no coupling in the optics so that the variables

.T and y are not correlated. The two terms of equation (35) then evaluate to the following,

neglecting the change in centroid position induced by the sextupoles

and (y V + y2)2) = (y6) + 2<y4)<x2) + (y2)(z4) ^

Using the formula (z2") = (2n — 1)!! (z2)" for Gaussian distributions we get

<»V + y2)') = 15*J + 6*yx + 3*yx (37)

Finally for the spot size increase we have, with the quantities on the right hand side

evaluated at the sextupoles

k4l2

A<T; = PyPy-^ (15<r!j + 6ff4<r2 + 3(T2<r4) (38)

or equivalently

y

If we neglect the contribution of the horizontal plane, the final result for the pair of

sextupoles is

_5_,4,2/?4 2
I O S1S ry y
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RESULTS FOR THE FFTB

In the case of the FFTB we anticipate that the largest contribution comes from the

second pair of sextupoles where the beta functions are much larger than at the first pair.

We consider here the two pairs of sextupoles as independent and giving rise to independent

aberrations that need to be added in quadrature to find the overall effect.

CCY

Let us first examine the second pair of sextupoles, located in the second chromatic

correction section or CCY . The integrated strength of the sextupoles is ka = 21.30 m~2

with a length la = 0.25 m and the vertical beta function is 0y = 10135 m with a vertical

emittance of ey = 3. 10~11 m.rad. Finally the ratio of the horizontal to vertical spot size

is oxjov = 0.66 and we have

Ao?
— ^ - = 0.051 x ( l + .174 + .038)
of (41)

= 0.062

which gives rise to a Ao*/o* = 1 — \/l + .062 « 3% increase in the final vertical spot

size.

Neglecting the contribution of the horizontal plane we have Ao*/o* « 2.5%. We

see here that the approximation of neglecting the horizontal contribution is justified a

posteriori.

CCX

The parameters for the first pair of sextupoles are ks = 21.57 m~2, la = 0.25 m,

/3y = 268 m and ox/oy = 10.27 giving

Ao*2

—£• = 2-62 10~8 (1 + 42 + 2225)

= 6. 10"5

which is negligible compared to the CCY. Here the horizontal contribution is far dominant

over the vertical one as was expected.

* The values quoted here are those for the FFTB91D version of the FFTB optics
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CONCLUSION

We have estimated the effect of the length of the sextupoles on the final spot size at

the FFTB. This aberration comes quasi exclusively from the second sextupole pair and

taking into account only the vertical contribution is a good approximation. The effect

is expected to increase the vertical spot size by about 3% of the linear size. It could

be corrected by introducing an octupole in the line, presumably just before the final

quadrupoles since it has to be in a dispersion free region in order to avoid introducing

new chromatic aberrations. Although the effect is not very important at the 3% level, it

is giving a higher contribution than the limit we establish to estimate the tolerances of
f42l

the elements of the beam line to different errors.
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RESUME
. Le 'Final Focus Test Beam' en construction à SLAC est une ligne de faisceau

test des systèmes de focalistion finale pour les futurs collisionneurs linéaires. Les
paramètres et l'optique du FFTB sont présentés dans Je premier chapitre. Les
outils mathématiques de cette thèse, basés sur lès algètres de Lie, sont exposés
dans le deuxième chapitre. On s'appuie principalement dans la suite sur la trans-
formation de Lie avec la transformation de similarité et le théorème de Campbell-
Baker-Hausdorff pour la manipulation des hamiltoniens. Le chapitre trois présente
l'application de ces méthodes à l'optique magnétique dans les accélérateurs; la
séparation des effets linéaires et non-linéaires et la dérivation du hamiltonien total
de la ligne a partir de la formulation en lentilles minces. Le chapitre quatre établit
de façon analytique un catalogue, jusqu'à l'ordre cinq dans les hamiltoniens, des
aberrations au FFTB. L'accent est porté sur les méthodes d'analyse. On établit que
le système possède une importante aberration d'ordre cinq et qu'aucune aberration
d'ordre plus élevé n'apparait. Finalement le chapitre six présente certaines toler-
ances —alignement, force et composantes multipolaires —de stabilité du FFTB.
En conclusion la situation actuelle de ces méthodes est présentée et les codes de
calcul utilisant ces techniques sont envisagés.
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